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being a continuation of the GAMBIER OBSERVER AND WESTERN CHURCH JOURNAL;
CHAUNCEY COLTON, D.D., PRORRIETOR.

VOLUME XI.
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CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1811.

THOMAS R. RAYMOND, PUBLISHER.

NUMBER 8.

at the dinner given in that Hall to George IV.,
else, to think we are able, is almost to be so ; commend, because they have found them good, be upon us, and with the immortal Kepler, we The clouds that swim in azure—loving Heaven
on his visit to Ireland, in 1821, and is reser-^
o resolve to attain, is often attainment. Eve but those that best waken and rivet our atten shall be able sublimely to say: *0 Lord! thy And loving Earth—and lingering betwen each,
edited BY
ved for similar state occasions.
ry where are the means of progress, if we tion and interest; those that best unfold our thoughts 1 think—thy ways I follow.' Loth to quit either; are not all alive,
gEV. CilAUNG'EY tOMOX,
With one pure unalloyed, consummate joy!
have but the spirit, the fixed purpose to use selves, and lead us to think, and rouse us to Self-improvement we shall feel to be whatev
About thirty years ago, the ancient cathe
u
WILLIAM JACKSON,
Let us rejoice, then, beyond all the rest;
“
JOIIX T. BBOOKE,
them. And if, like the old philosopher, we the consciousness of our own powers.— er is higher and nobler and better. And for
dral
of Patrick’s> whith had long been neg
For how shall wisdom show itself so well,
«
HE5BY V. ». JOHNS.
will but take as our motto, ‘Higher—forever We are not, however, to depend on books, all this we shall ever be panting—to all this As in administering joy unto itselfl
lected, was put into a perfect state of repair j
PUBLISHED
AND LOUISVILLE, higher,' we may raise by them all.
He that but to exercise our own judgment freely and we shallever be pressing onward. The cease They who disdain the mercy are not wise;
and the choir, ever since so conspicuous a bo
resolves upon any great end, by that very res manfully upon all that comes before us. Self less habit of looking upward, and reaching And they who step aside, when mirth comes by,
dy in the musical world, tv as revived in splen
BY THOMAS R • RAYMOND.
olution has scaled the chief barrier to it; and culture no more demands the sacrifice of our upward, to all that is above and beyond our And scorn all things which are not bought with pain, dor from its slumbering ashes. Amongst oth
rri.Uda. Che JfWtrn CXrA*>»■W"* ttmrtMtmt,Cioei-uulL
so he who seizes the grand idea of self-culti judgment, than of our individuality. We are selves, this in our own experience, we shall Are—fools, good cousin.
ers, there were three eminent individuals, now
Wordiworh.
ftrnw—Two n°llir* F,f,)r Cta'’ P" *““U,n’ p*7*ble *d*‘acevation, and solemnly resolvesupon it, willfind not to feel as if we were all cast into the same find an elevating and expanding process.
no more, apppointed lay canons in the resto
that idea, that resolution, burning like living mould, and conformed to the same likeness; Faith in our own improvement, and in God’s
red choir, who deserve especial notice. Sir
HOOKER.
g 1 i g i o it *
fire within him, and ever putting him upon his as if perfection could not be the same to all. assistance, these will be with us; and the en
John Stevenson, Mus. Doc., whose highly
Let Hooker’s works be considered, and polished and effective bass, as a singer, was
own improvement. He will find it removing Each is to develop himself and perfect him tire range of faith is one of godlike commuSTANZAS.
difficulties, searching out or making means, self as he is, not as the imitator of others.— nings, and of lofty and tireless efforts. Ever weighed and studied, as a kind of warning voice universally and deservedly admired, and whose
BY THE LATE JAMES O. ROCKWELL.
giving courage for despondency, and strength And to do this, each must think for himself, shall we be acting, not merely on what we from antiquity, a treasure of primitive catholic compositions, particularly his fine anthems,
I’ve sat and seen one bright wave chase
for weakness ; and, like the star in the east to and judge for himself, in all his readings.— are, but on the faith of what we may and maxims and sentiments, seasonably provided services, and glees, are standard works, and
Its fellow on the strand,
the wise men of old, guiding him nearer and Otherwise, whatever the extent of his infor should be. And by this we shall be borne for his church, Let this be done with the have been highly serviceable in the promotion
Then fall away, nor bear a trace
still nearer to the sum of all perfection. If we mation, his character will be spiritless and onward to all that is vast in conception, and Bible in our right hands, with the faith and of a reformed musical taste. David Weyman,
Upon the printless sand—
are but fixed and resolute—bent on self-im tame, as if he were but a fragment of the noble in effort—high though it be as the hea truth as it is in Jesus in pur hearts, and then the admirable sacred harmonist and double
Tho’ scarce the Pebbles feel the shock,
provement,
we shall find means enough to it mass, rather than an individual man. We ven of heavens. ‘Perfection’ will be our we cannot greatly fall. But those who for bass singer. His profound knowledge of coun
The waves have worn the solid rock.
on every side, and at every moment; and even should commune with thinkers, not to adopt standard; and ‘higher—forever higher!’ this get antiquity, and lay hands on orthodoxal terpoint, and of the true character of sacred
I’ve sat and heard the autumn wind
obstacles and opposition will but make us like all that they may say because they say it, but will be our motto—our daily principle of ac truths only to pull them down,—to those who music, was certainly, if ever equaled, riever
Amid the branches play,
the fabled ‘ spectre ships, which sail the fast that we may learn to be thinkers too. In all tion. Self-improvement we shall feel to be would wrest Hooker’s meaning to senses he surpassed—and if a voice that enabled him to
So softly mild, so blandly kind,
est in the very teeth of the wind,’
our reading, we should cherish the art which the utmost that we can do, with all our own never through of—we suggest the lines fol shake on ‘double C,’ audibly in the cathedral,
It scarcely stirred the spray
4. We are to go to it by degrees—with is one of the highest attainments of self-cul efforts, and all the offered aids of heaven; lowing for their consideration.
could give him a claim to the epithet of ‘double
Yet soon it bore spring’s verdant birth,
bass,’ David Weyman was in possession of it.
patient and persevering effort. Many, when tivation—that of uniting that child-like docili and that in it there is work enough for all our So should an idiot, while at large he strays,
To wither on its native earth.
The third was John Spray, Mus. Dec., who,
circumstances have turned their attention to ty which thankfully welcomes light from eve powers, and to all eternity. Difficulties will Find the sweet lyre on which an artist plays,
self-improvement, and while the glowing pic ry human being who can give it, with the in indeed meet us, but these are meant to rouse, With rash and awkward force the chords he shakes. as the inscription on his monument justly en
I've sat and seen the evening sun,
titles him to have been, was undoubtedly ‘The
ture is before them, often make excellent and dependent and manly rejection of every opin not to discourage ;and the more manfully we And grins with wonder at the jar he makes ;
Sink from the golden sky,
first Tenorin the British Empire.’ The com
sometimes prodigious resolutions.
But be ion which does not commend itself to our own fight them, the stronger shall we grow. Wea But let the wise and well instructed hand,
His long bright race of glory run,
pass of Mr. Spray’s voice was rather limited;
cause they do not, as by a leap, at once become deliberate judgment. Ever should we strength ry we may sometimes be in well-doing; but Once take the shell beneath his just command,
And close his golden eye;
So slow he passed, scarce changed the light, perfect, they are soon ready to give up the ef en our reason by that of others, but never the sympathies of heaven are with us, and In gentle sounds it seems as it complain’d
and his style being best suited to sacred music,
And yet he left the world in night.
he was always heard to the greatest advantage
fort in despair. For such, for all, it were should we blindly bow to them, however high the prospect of the end should ever cheer us. Of the rnde injuries it late sustained ;
in the cathedral. But there he was transcen
well to remember, that self-cultivation is a their talents or reputation. Ever should we Weak though we are in ourselves, if we look Till tuned at length to some immortal song,
And like yon sea in human life,
It sounds Jehovah’s name and pours his fame along. dent. With him it was no effort to sing.—
matter of slow progress, of patient and perse be true—sacredly and firmly true to our own to God he will be with us; and in his strength
British Critic.
Events like billows roll;
The ease with which he ‘ procured his voice’
vering
effort,
and
that
in
little
things,
from
day
convictions;
and
then
shall
we
be
concious
of
we
may
thresh
the
mountains.
In
his
strength
Moment on moment, strife on strife,
INDUSTRY.
was so great, that it appeared as if the sweet
to day and from hour to hour. It is the fixed ‘a spiritual force and independence and pro we may ever press onward, until, in a bright
That change us to the soul;
law of the universe, that little things are ever gress unknown to the vulgar, whether in high er and a better state, wc shall be perfect, even
In obedince to the will of God, our hands tones were instinct within his chest, and re
And joys, like autumn leaves, fall fast
the elements—the parts of the great. The or low life, who march as they are drilled to as he is perfect.
should be filled with the employment of our quired but the mouth to open, to enable them
Hope sets—and being’s light is past.
grass does not spring up full grown. It rises the steps ot their times.’
business. The tempter should not find us to raise to the lofty dome, and fill the whole
I’ve stood on earth’s most daring height,
by an increase so noiseless and gentle, as not
Tlie following stanzas from Dr. Beattie’s Illustra idle. Yet ask often, in your hours of bustle, body of the church. His crescendo and di
7. We must in all things and ever be
And seen day’s ruler rise,
to disturb an angel’s ear, and not to be seen by intent upon it. We are not to feel, as we tion of Switzerland, may serve as a specimen of the where is the heart now? They only were minuendo, (which, as he used justly to ob
In his magnificence of light,
an angel’s eye. The rain does not fall in mass are too prone to do, that self-improvement is Vesper Hymn, which is still heard undulating from too busy, who forget God in their busi serve, constitute the ‘ soul of music,") were
cliff to cliff", when the sun goes down, and the shep
To triumph though the skies,
sublime ; the rich volume of voice, that by
es, but in drops, or even in the breath-like a thing of books and studies merely, but rath herds of Apenzell accompany his setting with pray ness^
And all the darknes of the world,
the smoothest gradation possible, was capable
moisture of the fine mist, as if the world were er as something to be prosecuted everywhere; er—Ck. Chron.
Far from his shining presence hurled.
THE VESPER HYMN.
ZEALOUS OF GOOD WORKS.
of being indefinitely increased, seeming, as
one vast condenser and God had breathed up as if life, in its every aspect, and in its every
Brothers! the day declines,
All too, that fades upon the earth,
on it. The planets do not leap from end to contact with us, were the intended means to
In vain do they pretend to the holy king it arose in majesty, to lift the hearer into the
Above the glacier brightens,
Too weak to linger here,
end of their orbits ; but in their ever onward it.
dom who are not holy in heart and life; for air ; and even his most delicate tones having
Every condition—every position—and
And red through Hundwyl pines
Red blossoms with a second birth,
progress, inch by inch, and line by line it is employment of life is, as already remarked,
‘without holiness no man shall see the Lord.’ a body and substance that issued, as it were,
The vesper halo lightens;
To deck the coming year;
that they circle the heavens. And so with full of the means of progress, if we will but
If heaven is a rest, it is for spiritual labors, from a more than human being: while his
From hamlet, rock and chalet,
Shall hope then, man’s eternal dower,
self-improvement. It is not a thing of fits and seize and use them. Our business, our rea
and not for carnal loiterers. If it is an eter shake, inconceivably accurate and sweet, wheri
Your greateful songs be poured,
Be frailer than a falling flower’’
impulses and explosions, but of constant watch ding, our social intercourse, our minglings
nal triumph, they are not in the way to it who given with his peculiarly magnificent swell/
Till mountain, lake, and valley,
fulness, and patient and unwearied effort, and with our fellow-men, our political relations
avoid the spiritual warfare, and are in no was perfection itself.
Ah no! like autumn leaves that die,
Re-echo—Praise the Lord!
Let it not be said that these are the worde
of gradual and ceaseless advancement. There and duties, our joys and sorrows, the aspects
care to subdue corruption, resist temptation,
So blddm again in spring,
is no royal road to it,—no vaulting to it by a of nature, the movements of Providence, and
The sun sleeps in the west;
kresh joys shall rise from these gone by,
and to cut their way to it, through the oppo of enthusiasm, or that devotional feeling claims
leap. Like the wealth of the miser it must the means of grace, all bear to us the ele
The stars gleam light and cold,
And purer incense bring;
sition made by the world, the flesh, and the not the allegience of musical taste. Though
the deaf and dumb may be devout, it is equal
And bright the hour of rest
And when, like suns, hope sets in night,
be heaped up piece by piece; and then at ments and means of self-development and
devil.—Boston.
To the shepherd and his fold:
ly certain that the hearing and the utterance
Shall she not beam from worlds more bright? length, like the wealth of the miser, it may al growth. And as the digestive system lays
Now swell the mountain chorus,
were given by the same pure Being— that
most be without limit. Like the coral reefs hold on every variety of food, and makes life
Oh let me find the love of God, no matter
SELF-CULTIVATION.
> io him our sires adored,
taste itself, or the power cf appreciating what
of the ocean, it must grow by small but con out of it, so of all these things will the true
what
I
have,
or
what
I
want
in
poverty,
Whose glorious works before us
BY R E V . TYRON EDWARDS.
stant additions; and then it will finally be spirit of self-cultivation lay hold, and use them
is excellent alid beahtiftil, is his gift; and that
or any distressed forsaken condition, one good
Concluded from page 25.
Still whisper—Praise the Lordl
like those reefs, admirable in all its parts, and as its food, and make out of them mental and
all ought to be cultivated and employed in as
work
or
look
from
him
makes
me
up.
I
can
1. We must feel that all of which we rivaling the very mountains in size. Here is
sisting the sensibilities of our nature in their
And hark! below, aloft
sit down content and cheerful and rejoice in
have spoken, and even more than this, is the secret of what are technically, and we had social and moral life. It is said of Sir Walter
upward flight, to offer prayer and praise to
From cliffs that pierce the cloud,
Scott,
that
he
never
met
with
any
one
—
even
that,
though
all
the
world
frown
on
me,
and
possible. Impossibility is the death of effort. almost said nonsensically known as self-made
the source of all good'.
From blue lake calm amd soft,
all things look dark and comfortless about
But when a prize is before us, the possibility men;—as if they had made themselves with the most stupid servant that watered his horse
The individuals alluded to, have left their
Lull’d in its twilight shroud—
by
the
way-side,
fiom
whom,
in
a
few
mo

me,
—
that
is
a
piece
of
heaven
within
my
that it maybe ours, should rouse us to the grea out means or opportunity ; when the truth is,
sphere of harmony ;’ but still the character of
Fresh strength our anthem gathers:
ments
conversation,
he
did
not
learn
some

soul.
ter effort to grasp it. We are to feel then of every one of them will be found on investiga
the choir is ably sustained by the veteran arid
From Alp to Alp’t is poured—
Leighton.
self-cultivation, that it is not a dream, but that tion to have improved all his time, to have thing that he knew not before, and which
The song that soothed our fathers—
ever
excelled alto, Mr. Jager; the accom
it has its foundation in our own natures; that made the most of every opportunity, to have was valuable to him. And of one of the most
Ye shepherds—Praise the Lordl
plished tenor, Doctor Smith; the talented
C o m m ti n i c a t i o n .
distinguished
men
of
New
England,
it
is
stri

others have made vast progress in it, and that been making effort, and of course making pro
brothers, Robinson, and many others; some
Now from forest, flood, and fell,
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
we may do the same. We are not to permit gress at every passing moment. ‘ Never to kingly said, that ‘he went through life with
of whom were of that superior band—that
his
eyes
and
ears
open,
’
and
that
when
asked
NOTICES
ON
THE
STATE
OF
SACRED
MU

Let
the
voice
of
old
and
young
—
our mirids, like the caged-up eagle, to pine have an idle moment,’ was the motto of one
bright
constellation of musical talent, whose
SIC.
All the strength of Apenzell—
away and starve by being confined to that of this character, and probably of most like how he obtained his immense information
reminiscence has just been imperfectly recor
FROM THE JOURNAL OF A TOUR IN EUROPE.—ST. PAT
True of heart, and sweet of tongue,
(which
was
such
that
he
seemed
to
have
al

which is just about us and already ours; but him.
ded;
RICK’S—THE ASYLUMS, &C.
The greatful hymn prolong,
most an intuitive knowledge of every thing),
we are to feel as a reality, that we may make
And tune the spirit’s cord,
5. We should reverence our own nature. he answered, that he ‘was ever attentive and
music or tiie asylums.
June 15, 1840.
progress to the very end of our being; that we
Till yon stars take up our song—
We should remember that we were made for watchful, and never ashamed to ask about
The musical department of the Molyneux
In the same class with the music of the
may forever be growing in the high and in
Hallelujah to the Lordl
every thing that is high, or noble, or excel that of which he was ignorant.’ This is the
chapel royal, Windsor, and the far famed ca Asylum, or asylum for the blind, in Dublin
spiring consciousness of constant self-improve
lent. We are to feel that our rational and im spirit—these the habits, that make the dif
thedral of Canterbury, does that of St. Pat and also the institution of the Bethesda, iff
ment. Faith in our own powers, and in the
GOD IN NATURE.
mortal nature is worth more than all the mate ference bet ween the untutored savage, whether
rick’s, and Christ Church, Dublin, take its el that city, cannot with propriety, be omitted in
possibility of their growth—faith in the pow
Oh mighty is the Lord of Hosts!
rial universe, and that we may make it worth of the forest or of civilized life, and men like
evated stand. The same choir perform at the a stricture upon the sacred music of the Brit
He spans the spangled skies;
er of effort—faith in God’s assistance, that he
far more than it now is. We are to feel that a Franklin, or a Bacon; and these, if trim' am.
Lie
nnd iuils palaces
latter two cathedrals, and at the University of ish islands. In these places of sacred wor
will ever help us if we help ourselves—;this
we are men, and that God’s image is upon us; ours, will make trie sum total ot life hut the
The midnight thunder cries!
Trinity College ; but the effect of the music ship, the music is similar in kind, as may be
faith, living in the same atmosphere of truth,
arid we are to cultivate ourselves, because we minister to our improvement, like the fabled
inferred from the direction and control being
is incomparably superior at Patrick’s.
and ever catching glimpses of a distant and
He wields the awful lightning-brand,
are men, and because that image is upon us— touch of the Phrygian king, turning every
under
the superintendence of the same indi
The
architecture
arid
embellishments
are
divine perfection, will give wings to the soul,
The war-torch of the storm,
because we are forever to exist, and because thing, even the sands of life to gold.
interesting. The Bishop’s throne, the pulpit, vidual. Its character is sweet and touching*
on which she may rise forever. We are to
Whether
upon
the
Northern
pines
we may rise higher and shine brighter forev
8. We must look to God's truth—to
stalls of the knights of St. Patrick, &c., are and its taste and style refined and delicate,- as
feel, then, as a first principle, that there is no
It rocks its cloud-wrapt form?
er.
Christianity—as the highest and noblest
of dark oak, richly and beautifully carved.— may too, be inferred from that individual be
limit to the range of our growth—no goal to
Or, conquering, tramps right royally
6. We should seek the intercourse of su means of self-improvement. Never can we
The stalls are ornamented with the helmets, ing a lady who combines the most ac^ofnplishthe progress of the immortal spirit within us.
The hollow-sounding seas,
cultivate ourselves as we ought unless we have
crests, and swords of the knights, and from ed manners arid cultivated feelings, with the
2. We are also tofeel that self-cultivation perior minds. Not that we should depend
Or holds high carnival among
respect to our entire nature—to our entire and
the lofty walls, wave their banners and es highest musical gifts and acquireriierits. Sure
is important. We are to feel that our digni on those ; for our own activity and effort are
The crashing mountain trees!
endless existence. And in this light, as well
essential
to
our
progress.
But
we
should
cutcheons. The ancient monuments of the ly there is in music something physiognomonty and usefulness, and influence and happi
for this world as for another, Christianity view
Leinster and Ormond families tower to the lof ical—something that in its distinguishing fea
His earthquakes shake the eternal hills
ness, that our all is involved in it; that with rouse, and inform, and stimulate our own
ed simply as a system of philosophy, is the
minds
by
frequent
contact
and
intercourse
ty roof; where the massy pillars, in high and tures, expresses not a little of the mind, the
And toss ‘old ocean’s locks;'
out it we are nothing;that with it we may be ev
The hungry breakers howl amain,
sublime proportions, and arches piled on arch heart, and the character!
ery thing. Well hath the philosopher remark- with those whose minds are superior to our highest and noblest, and best principle of selfcultivation and improvement. No other sys
Between the dreadful shocks;
es, in all the systematical grandeur of the
of man, that ‘if he neglecteth himself, if he own. Many such we find in the walks of ev
THE ASYLUM.-—LIVERPOOL.
tem so shows us our defects, or holds before
Gothic taste, give an effect to the interior of
forgetteth the mighty spirit and godlike soul ery-day life, in the lecture-room, or the social
August 1, 1840.
And
the
swift
whirlwind,
spinning
o
’
er
us a perfect standard, or gives us the rules and
the church, and solemnity and softness to the
within him, he stoopeth himself from the circle. But especially may we have commun
The mountain bald and pale,
The
superior
rind
appropriate
performance
means of self-improvement, or points out its
music of the choir.
converse of angels, to the insects of a day, ion with the great, and the wise, and the good
Raves wildly to the angry flood,
of the ordinary service at the ancient Temple
true
ends,
or
inspires
its
motives.
No
other
of
every
age,
in
books,
where
their
voices
Few have been so similarly circumstanced, church, London, and St. George’s, Liverpool/
and the brutes that perish.’ And applicable
The thunders in the vale.
as fully to be able to appreciate my feelings, being elsewhere described, it is only necessa-"
to all is the remark made by the people re echo to us down through the stillness of time. so meets the radical defect of our nature, that
He sows death in the red simoon,
either on leaving, fifteen years ago, this sacred ry here to offer a brief notice of the much ad
specting woman, that when in her he thought Here it is that we may hold converse with the of our moral depravity, or offers us pardon
And cities shrink aghart.
mightiest minds of the past—with Milton, ‘in and spiritual renovation and strength, arid the
spot, (which long had been my fond resort,) mired music of the ‘ Blind Asylum? And
he had found
He speaks! and mist-wrapt pestilence,
his glorious old age, when his thoughts, like sympathies and aids of God in every divine
or on finding myself once more within its hal truly, in the singing of the numerous inmatesThe fulness of that holy light,
In horrid gloom, moves past!
the ravens of the prophet, brought him heav attempt. No other so chimes in with reason
lowed walls. If music have a tone, or objects of this noble institution, there is much both to'
That makes earth beautiful and bright,
enly food;’ and Shakspeare, with his lofty and conscience, and our best affections, all of
have a spell, to bring before the mind departed please and astonish. The extraordinary ac
Oh mighty isthe Lord of Hosts!
he has
imaginings, and his deep knowledge of the which are with us in the work of self-im
joys and friends revered,—here were the well- curacy with which the singers have "been
Of all earth’s kings, the King!
-------- turned and wept to find
No other so holds us up from
humun heart; and Bacon, with his profound provement.
Behold! he shakes the mountain pine,
remembered strains that told of times gone taught, arid the almost miraculous memory
Beneath it all a trifling mind.
and far-reaching thought, ‘ like the old Greek being weary in well-doing, and bears us on
And plumes the wlrirlwind’s wingl
by ; and objects much beloved, whose deep evinced by the blind, being the features that
3. We must resolve upon it. ‘Resolu poets, half sage and half seer;’ and Cowper, ward from victory to victory, training us on
associations were engraved, as if with fire, up most forcibly strike the observation of the
And from his throne of majesty,
tion,’ says another, ‘ is omnipotent.’ And if with his sweet and tender instructions. And earth for glory and honor, and immortality in
on my inmost heart.’
Upon the bended sky,
stranger. The patience, tact, and talent, ne
we will but solemnly determine to make the far more, here it is that the prophets and apos the heavens, where, though perfect in nature
Among the valued articles in this cathedral, cessary on the part of the instructor, to ena-"
Around the universe he casts
most and ths best of all our powers and capa tles, and the Redeemer himself are our com and degree, we shall still, from onr ever ex
are the scull of the gallant and estimable Huke ble thirty or forty blind persons to sing florid'
Bis all-beholding eyel
cities, and if to this end, with Wilberforce, panions; giving us their most precious thoughts panding nature, be improving forever. No,
Knickerbocker
of Schonberg, who was killed at the celebra counterpoint correctly, will at once be appa
we will but4 seize and improve even the short —pouring their very souls into ours—making it is but the voice of the highest and purest,
ted battle of the Boyne { the ball that is said rent. It is not the committing to memory of
SUNSET.
est intervals of possible action and effort,’— us the daily associates of the noblest, and wi and noblest philosophy, which tells us, that
to have killed Gen. St. Ruth, at the no less merely tunes and chants that surprises ? but
we shall find that there is no limit to our ad sest, and best, that earth has ever seen. By never do we live worthily of our own nature Here let us lie, upon this primrose bank,
decisive battle of Aughrim ; and the surpass
vancement. Without this resolute and ear the habit of well-directed reading we may shut till we are Christians—till we remember that And give our thoughts free way. Our thoughts are ingly sweet-toned organ, built by the elder innumerable services and anthems, composed
in solo, verse, and chorus; containing, of
fair.
nest purpose, the best aids and means are of out the present bustling world ; and, as by a we are men, and act as men, and cultivate
Smith in Rotterdam, and which, in 1702, on course, numerous and lengthy rests, and often
For
Heaven
is
fair,
and
earth
all
round
is
fait;
little worth $ but with it, oven the weakest are touch of the resurrection, may wake up from ourselves as men, for God’s service, and for
its way to Vigo in Spain, fell into the posses indicating the commencement of parts upon
mighty. Without it, we shall accomplish our book-shelves the dead of every age, and our entire existence. Letus then, lay hold on And we reflect both in our souls today.
sion of the second Duke of Ormond, who the unaccented portions of the bars/ And
nothing; with it, every thing. A man who gather them to our companionship and instruc Christianity, on true views of our own nature, Art thou not joyous? Does the sunshine fall
presented it to this cathedral. It is believed when to this is added the committing of all the
is deeply in earnest, acts upon the motto of tion. And this habit, if we will but cherish and of all our relations, as starting-points—as Upori a barren heart? Methinks it is
by many, that the fine organ of Patrick’s is ‘ reading psalms,’ which are chanted, and the
Itself
the
sweet
source
of
fertility
I
the pick-axe on the old seal: ‘ Either I will it, will ever be to us, not only a strong safe first principles in the work of self-cultivation;
the same that was captured in the Santissima words of the anthems from other parts of the
In
all
its
golden
warmth
it
wraps
us
round!
find a way, or I will make one.’ He has guard from folly and vice, and a source of the and then, in the confidence, and in the con
Trinidad of the Spanish Armada. This, how Bible, (sung, perhaps, at long intervals,) the
Not us alone, but every beast and bird
somewhat the spirit of Bonaparte, who, when highest enjoyment, but the sure means of self- sciousness of progress, we shall become as
ever,' is an error; as that celebrated historical inquiry into the extent of the benefit that the
That makes the breathing forest musical:
told ou the eve of battle that circumstances improvement. Nothing can supply the place it were new creatures. Aspirations shall ever
relic stands in the Examination Hall, or 77/e- attention and the memory may derive from
Nor these alone; but every sparkling stream,
were against him, replied : ‘ Circumstances of books. The wealth of the Indies cannot be raising, and power ever be growing within And every hill, and every pastoral plain;
afreof Trinity College, Dublin, to which in the absence ot sight, is irresistibly forced up
I make or cpntrol circumstances, not bow to tempt us to be without them. We should us. Obstacles shall give way at our approach. The leaves that whisper in delighted talk,
stitution it was presented by Queen Elizabeth, on die mind of the observer.
them.’ In self-cultivation, as in every dung seek, then, nut always those that the wise re A mighty ami constant inspiration shall The truant air with its own1 self at play—
the founder’ of the University. It was prayed
ar
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see them stand disclosed ns knowing their doctrines the good of their souls;' to accuse and condemn them ces —not in the sense in which you may view it, his power to deceive others, by thus apparently ac
His effort is thus commended to the Episcopalians
to be inconsistent with those of the Church of selves, that so they might find mercy' through Christ— generous reader ; for, if lucre were our object, we crediting his ministry. No sound Christian should of Philadelphia, by the Banner of the Cross :
which they profess to be devoted eons, and promo to be 'punished in this world, that their souls might be should do the business more effectuully, we should countenance any man as a gospel minister who holds
the pulpit, the pen, and the tress.
The Rev. Mr. Lamon of Evansville, Indi
tive of a system against which that Church so earn saved in the day of the Lord.’ We are given distinct change not our places only, but our callings also.— and preaches erroneous doctrines ; especially con
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1841.
estly protests. In such a case, we might, in a great ly to understand that the modern system of divinity We should abandon the ministry, and embark in cerning the Lord Jesus. Nor can any Christian at ana, is at present in the city endeavoring to
degree, confide in the evil, for its remedy; in the of ‘a large portion’ of the English Clergy, is worse some secular pursuit ; for in a land like ours, the tend the ministry of such teachers, icitliout being crim procure assistance in the liquidation of the'
Oxford Divinity, compared with that of the Romish
debt of the church of which he is the Rector.
criminal, for his halter.
than even these stale dregs of the medicine of the education which fits a youth for making even a se inal in the sight of God. He who attends their min
and Anglican Churches: with a special view to the
‘But some of the worst corruptions of religion ancient Church; because it ‘stifles continually the cond-rate clergyman, would with the same labor, istry, is in effect, bidding them God-speed—no mat His application is warmly reccommended by
illustration of the Doctrine of Justification Jj-c.,
l>ave had their origin with its best and sincerest strong emotions of terror and amazement which God place him on eligible grounds in secular vocations.— ter whether such belong to an established church, or Bishop Kemper, through whose instrumental
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D.,
friends. Among those who most disturbed the
ity the congregation was organized in 1835,
The degree of favor which the Oxford Divinity Churches of Rome and Carthage in the days of Cor has wrought upon the soul, and by an artificial The man who, from mercenary motives seeks the sa any congregation of dissenters from it. But what
and presents unusual claims to the liberality
cred
office,
is
a
fool
for
both
worlds,
and
has
too
lit

wrought-up
peace,
checks
the
deep
and
searching
St.
John
says
here
does
not
mean,
that
we
should
has received, both in England and in this country, nelius and Cyprian, were Confessors, with maimed
tle
brains for a knave. Such cases may occur ; we deny such the common offices of humanity, charity, of Episcopalians. The members of the
agony,
whereby
God,
as
in
a
furnace,
purifies
the
has been to some of us a matter of surprise- When and mangled bodies, from the torture, in which they
have been about fifteen years at the oar, and have and mercy. No. In these offices we are equally church in Evansville, the majority of whom
we first heard of this system we supposed it to be had borne a noble testimony to their Master. What whole man, by the spirit of judgment, and the Spirit
known a few such persons, but their hands blistered bound to all men ; far less does it inti nate that we were originally connected with other denomi
of
burning.
’
It
is
‘
a
spurious
system,
misapplying
some mystic vessel of self-righteous construction, is now a full-grown idolatry in the Church of Rome,
very soon, and they generally retired from the work. should persecute such, on account of their heretical nations, have exerted themselves even beyond
which would float its day in the British Channel, had its beginnings in the bosoms of men ready to the promises of the Gospel, usurping the privileges
Not then, a love of filthy lucre, but a desire to b‘e So or hetrodox sentiments. No. This right has God their ability, having contributed upwards of
of
baptism
which
it
has
not
to
confer,
giving
peace
and then sink from view. We scarcely thought it die for Christ, and was nursed by some of the purest
situated as to devote their whole soul to the noble given to no man—to no church—to no state. They $5000, and but for the pecuniary embarrass
would prove strong and durable enough for a trans piety of the early Church. The ovum of saint-wor which it has not to bestow, and going counter to the
cause of the church, is the wish of the pastor. A who persecute others, even for the worst heretical ments of the times, hope to have defrayed
atlantic voyage. Although we were aware that ship was laid, by the Serpent, in the ashes of the whole tenor of Scripture, that every man shall be
stranger to the traffic of life, and it may be, not skil opinions, may expect the heaviest judgments of AI the whole expenditure without assistance from
judged
according
to
his
works.
’
there were Rutnieh elements in certain quarters, martyrs: and in the assemblies of devout men,
‘The same singularly extravagant and most painful ful in economy, he cannot buy, and barter, and bar mighty God.’*
abroad. The unpaid balance in $1200, and
which might produce a latent affinity with the Ox around their tombs, met together out of just venera
strain
of condemnation is found every where in Mr. gain as other men ; and often rather than offend, will
Dr. Thomas Scott, on Titus, 3: 10 ; 5., has the as the creditors are importunate in their de
ford Divines, we were not prepared for so bold a de tion for their holy example and noble death, was the
fence and advocacy of their doctrines. In this we embryo cherished. The whole history of the Church Newman’s Lectures on Justification. The following submit to imposition, such as others would be weak following remarks :
mands, the building may be sacrificed if aid
‘ In subordinate matters the apostle inculcated mu
have been deceived. But in expressing our disap warns us against forgetting that very good and sin is a specimen. He calls the righteousness of Christ in allowing. He believes that to be useful, he should
be not promptly extended. The parish, ow
imputed to us for Justification, as held by the ‘large maintain a comfortable medium mode of living, so tual forbeaiance ; but all his epistles show, that he
pointment, we are happy to add, that regarding Oxcere men may set on foot great errors—and thus in portion’ of the English Clergy, above referred to, plain as that the humble parishioner may feel at his supposed some errors to be fundamental, and abso ing to the zeal and activity of its excellent
fordisin as a test of doctrine, it has exhibited a de
flict an injury of which worse men would not be ‘an unreal righteousness and a real corruption,’ ‘bring ease in the rector’s house, and yet so respectable as utely inconsistent with faith in Christ; Fbr perti Rector, is in a very prosperous condition, and
gree of soundness in many of our clergy, of which
capable.’
ing us into 'bondage to shadows'—‘another gospel.' to be of pleasant access and aspect to his more afflu naciously maintaining these errors, men ought to be is said to be one of the most promising sta
we were not previously so well assured. And on the
‘But, again, it is asked, how can the writers in 'Away then (lie says) loti/t this modern, Ihis private, ent people. This is all he asks, all he wishes ; and excommunicated, as much as for gross immoralities: tions in the whole West. Donations in fur
whole, we do not regret its introduction. For al
question be charged with a dangerous tendency to
therance of the mission of Mr. Lamon, will
though it has made some painful developments, it Romanism, when it is well known that they have this arbitrary, this tyranical system, which promising when these fail him, and debts grow apace, and he and were things restored to their primitive state in
be thankfully received by the Rectors of the
finds
himself
clothed
in
raiment
which
he
cannot
liberty
conspires
against
it;
which
abolishes
sacra

the
Church
of
Christ,
there
can
be
no
doubt
that
has rendered errors, heretofore partially concealed, frequently expressed themselves, and even written
tangible and assailable, by drawing them out into a treatises directly against certain conspicuous features ments, to introduce dead ordinances; and for the real pay for, and fed with food which comes on credit, those who deny the ruined estate of man by nature, several churches in this city, and we earnest
participation of Christ, and justification through his and so cloys the appetite through anxiety of mind the deity of Christ, the real atonement of his death, ly hope that it may be successful.
more open field. And from the efficient assaults of the Roman Church?
Spirit, would at the very marriage feast, feed us on in him who eats it, will you blame that man for be justification by faith in the merits of Christ, of grace,
which have been already made upon them, in con
‘That these divines have so written, we have no shells and husks, who hunger and thirst after right lieving that he should resign his charge at the very and not of works ; the need of sanctification by the
OHIO.
nection with the repellent influences of a surround
disposition to deny. Whether they have not con
Treasurer’s Acknowledgment.—in the last acknowl
first opportunitj' of obtaining a more desirable loca Holy Spirit, and of obedience unto God’s command
ing protestantism,we anticipate a successful conflict fined themselves, in their arguments against what eousness.’
‘It is not the purpose here to say a word, in argu tion ? Especially when, as he looks around on his ments, as the effect and evidence of justifying faith, edgment of the Treasurer of the Diocese, the followresulting in a large increase of purity and peace.
they call Romanism, to a very meagre selection of
ment,
concerning all these wonderful and most mel charge, he can count up some five or ten or more with other doctrines of similar importance, would, ing errors occurred. The sums received from St;
Among the effective engines which have been lev topics; expressly excluding what our R eformers and
John’s, Cuyahoga Falls; St. Luke’s, Columbia; St.
eled against this system, we must be permitted to ancient divines considered to be the greatest cardi ancholy exhitions of morbid mind and spiritual dis families, the very crumbs of whose table would ban after proper admonition be rejected by the pastors of
Peter’s, Ashtabula; and St. Paul’s, Norwalk; should
place the work of Bishop Mcllvaine, in the first rank. nal matters of the controversy; whether, in the points cernment. Whoever has paid any serious attention ish his hunger, and whose useless compliances with the church, and excluded from the communion of be
have read in part, instead of ‘in full.’ From St.
the
pomps
and
vanities
of
fashion,
would
not
lievers.
No
doubt
would
remain
in
their
minds,
to
the
writings
of
the
Clergy,
thus
professedly
dis

It is a volume which has been for some weeks in cir embraced, they have not taken ground exceeding
Paul's, Norwalk, there was received $10,124, in
culation in this community; and our duty as an low and tame, using language which often betrays played, will need no help in estimating the justness only relieve him of pinching want, but replenish that such heretics were subverted and ruined ; and
stead of the amount slated;
his
Sunday
offerings,
fill
his
Sunday-school
library,
their
profession
of
tenets,
so
destructive
of
Christian

of
the
condemnation.
But
where
there
is
no
need
of
‘Episcopal Observer,’ no less than our deep inter a disposition, rather to apologize for the Church of
est in the subject, and our strong admiration of the Rome, than to detect her heresies; whether they argument, there may be propriety in assertion; and and yield him ample resources for the public enter ity, would be deemed a kind of ‘self-condemnation;’
without considering them as less sincere in opposing CINCINNATI & LOUISVILLE.
book, leads us to make an attempt to give it an ap have not confined themselves to such a selection of sometimes there is a solemn duty in assertion, if on prizes of benevolence.
We knew a clergyman, stationed in the midst of the truth, than Saul ot Tarsus was.’
‘
propriatenotice. It is also inscribed to the clergy the weapons of argument, especially in the exclu ly for the purpose of bearing our solemn testimony,
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1841?
ofthis Diocese; a mark of favorable regard which sion of the authority of Scripture, and the substitu whatever it may be worth, to some precious, but a gay and fashionable people, many of whom spent
Washington College, Hartford, Conn., has recent
demands a suitable reciprocation. Nothing but a tion of a single reliance upon that of tradition, in despised and reviled portion of the truth as it is in hundreds annually in profuse hospitalities, and yet
“&1je form aO pressure of tlje fifme."
want of time on the part of those members of our disproving certain errors of Rome, so as in reality to Jesus. Such testimony, the present writer feels that very pastor, we were informed, was at times so ly received a legacy of $3,000.
editorship, on whom the duty fitly devolved, has dishonor and betray the very cause of which they are constrained to give, in this place, after such an af embarrassed for means, that his table was set but
Two individuals have recently given £1000 each Dictionary of Latin Synonymes, for the use oj
delayed our comments. And even now we cannot the professed defenders; whether they be not pre flicting reprobation of what he most solemnly be- twice a day. We knew another, who used to say in aid of the Lichfield (Eng.) Church Extension So
Schools vnd Private Students, with a complete Index.
promise what will deserve the name of a Review; cisely such advocates of Protestantism, as the Church Iivesto be nothing else than ‘the glorious Gospel of jocosely, that ‘ he really was at a loss to understand ciety ; a third £500, and a fourth of £200.
By Lewis Ramshorn. From the German, by Fran
but merely some general remarks accompanied with of Rome, in her steady effort to plant again the the blessed God,’ our Saviour. Denying entirely the his people, for that although they seemed to love
cis Leiber. Boston, Charles C. Little, and James
quotations appropriate to the following heads, viz: standard of the Vatican upon the walls of Lambeth, justice of the draft of doctrine laid to the charge of him dearly, they almost starved him to death.’ He
Brown, 1839.
In Suffolk, (Eng.) the Treasurer for the Charity
the class of divines professedly described; but per- served them faithfully for some time, and at length for the Relief of Widows and Orphans of poor
The style and spirit of the work:
Dr. Leiber lias done the schools a capital service
would select, had she the choosing of her adversa
The direct object of it,and the manner in which it has ries; whether, by. the very nature and mode of their ceivingjust enough of truth therein to mark distinct resigned. His people were never satisfied until they Clergymen, have received the sum of £200—a dona by ihis translation. The original work of Lewis
persuaded
him
to
come
back,
which
he
did,
and
in
a
ly
who
compose
‘
the
large
portion
’
of
Clergy
whom
been accomplished:
tion or bequest of a deceased Suffolk clergyman.
Ramshorn, (a German Philologist and practical ed
restrained and tame and apologetic controversy, so
Ihc character of the volume as an accession to the wholly unlike the vigorous onsets of England’s Re our Oxford divines have thus represented as teaching few years was called to his rest and better home in
ucator of eminence) was constructed upon the basis
for the way of salvation, 'another gospel'—a spur the heavens.
In aid of the fund for the endowment of Colonial of Gardin-Dumesnil’s Synonymes Latins,—that work
standard Divinity of our American Church-.—and
formers and greatest divines, they are not really do
We have at this moment a letter by our side from Bishopricks, (toward which the British Parliament
Its value as an exposition of the fundamental errors ing Rome’s work, in England, far more advantage ious system—'an unreal righteousness and a real cor
being recast and augmented as a new edition of the
ruption,’—worse even than the system of indulgences a worthy brother in the ministry, whose necessities has made a grant of £5,000 sterling,) Her Majesty Universal Latin Synonymes of Ernesti. The works
of Romanism.
ously, for the present Times, than any of her own in the Church of Rome; the author of these pages compelled him to disclose his situation. He writes
the Queen Dowager has expressed her intention of of these two distinguished scholars, Ernesti and GarThe style of our author is not according to that professed sons could do it, and that simply because
thus : ‘ I am so completely out of money that I can contributing £2,000 : the Arch-bishop of Canterbu
model which we most admire. And yet it is cer they consider themselves consistent clergymen of does earnestly hope that his name may be counted
din-Dumesnil, have been greatly enriched by Rams
not travel ten miles even. The toll-gates, stage
tainly the model of some of the finest writers in our the Church of England, and because many cry out worthy to take part in their condemnation. If the fare, &c., and in fine, the dilapidated condition of ry, £1,000: and the Bishop of London, £1,000.— horn f.om the treasures of the Science of Lan
way
here
called
another
gospel,
even
that
of
Justi

The Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowl guages so abundant, in Germany, where comparalanguage. Few succeed in it,and we think our author loudly against the uncharitableness of supposing
my poor boots, which prohibits walking a distance
is among the number. But here we stop short, with they are not; whether, if they were citizens of a fication through the obedienae and death of Christ, that under other circumstances would afford only edge hasvoted to this endowment a grant of £10,000; ive phiblogy and ethnologic knowledge have for
the trite de gustibus non, etc. Nor should we have country in which Romanism was the established faith accounted unto us for righteousness, through the agreeable exercise, all conspire to confine me where the Society for the Promotion of the Gospel in For many years,been so zealously and successfully culti
ventured even this brief criticism, but for the pur they would not find themselves bound by their pre instrumental agency of a living faith, be not the on I am, and force me to have recourse to the pen.’— eign Parts, £5,000 : the Colonial Church Society vated.
The present work is a translation of the school,
pose of throwing out a friendly warning to minds sent principles, and but little forbidden by their pre ly hope of the sinner, then he, for one, has no hope. This brother we saw a few days after, and most £4,000. The Church Missionary Society has also
less effective or differently constituted, to take care sent sympathies, to fall in submissively, with the He has learned of no other 'anchor of the soul sure touching was his situation. Although it was win declared its intention of liberal aid to the same ob edition, of the work of Ramshorn, and is brought
ject.
by Dr.Leiber, within the compass of about 400 12mo.
how they aim at this model. Smaller barks, and ways, and bow to the authority of the Romish and steadfast, which cntcreth to that within the veil.’ ’
These ‘specimens’ certainly demand a loud rebuke ter, his feet were literally on the ground, and his
pages of very closely printed matter, together with a
even the strongest vessels of a more compact form, Church, it would be permature, in this place, to con
clothing
was
in
part
our
usual
summer
fabrics
;
yet
from all whose province it is to ‘drive away errone
BISCOP ELECT OF GEORGIA,
carefully arranged index of 50 pages, and a treatise
should be careful how they venture out on a heavy sider.’
he
had
a
wife
and
child,
and
was
himself
in
feeble
ous and strange doctrines.’ And many we doubt
The Rev. Dr. Elliott’s consecration to the Epis on Latin Terminations of 44 pages—the whole mak
swell, which can only be gracefully ridden by ships
The following extracts afford a painful exhibition not, will respond to the chastened fidelity and well health. Reader, are you satisfied, or shall we go copate of Georgia has been postponed for a short time ing a convenient manual, which ought to be consid
of a certain class and structure.
of the spirit and style in which the Oxford men restrained Christian indignation, with which they on, for we can goon, not with fancied, but with rea] in consequence of the non-arrival of some of the ered as indispensable to the desk of every Grammar
The spirit ot the work is fearless and uncom
stubborn facts to rebuff the charge that our clergy
speak of the doctrine of Justification. Where is the are treated.
Bishops at the time appointed.
School and College student, not to say, of the libra
promising; but withal kind and charitable. The
Continued next week.
are fond of change. There never was a more un
Christian high or low, learned or unlearned, who will
ry of every scholar. We are glad to find some copies
writer is not afraid to follow evangelical doctrine,
gracious
charge
uttered
against
our
brethren,
nor
not be grieved to see this precious doctrine mocked
WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
of this valuable work at the Bookstore of Mr. U. P.
wheresoever it may lead. It has never been his hab.
PERMANENCY OF CLERICAL RESIDES Up.
have we yet passed a season since the organization
and maltreated as the master himself once was, when
James, 26 Pearl street, Cincinnati.
it, either in the pulpit or in weilding the pen, to conWISCONSIN.
in the judgment hall of pilate he was crowned with
Some yeers since, we recollect hearing a charge of the church in the United States, when the condi
The demand for it at the West, w’ll we trust soon’
fer with flesh and blood, or to make ministerial pop
The Rev. S. Davis, Missionary at Duck Creek,
thorns and clad in a purple robe and forced to take against our clergy of a neighboring diocese, which we tion of our clergy, both in city and country, more
place
it upon the shelves of all our Western Book
ularity the measure of ministerial fidelity. And such
imperatively
called
for
the
notice
of
our
vestries.
in a letter published in the last number of the Spirit
a reed for a sceptre? ‘Father forgive them for they then thought wholly unfounded, and which we are
sellers. We commend it especially to the attention
a spirit we hold to be needful in these times; when know not what they doV would be a suitable ejacu
more and more convinced, should have spent its force It is no question of dollars and cents,—mercenary mo of Missions, represents the state of the mission as of practical teachers.
there is too much disposition both within and without lation in behalf of these refined mistifiers of a grand
in another direction. It was to this effect; ‘that the tives have no influence here; conscious integrity more encouraging than it has been for the last two
our holders, to compromise with fundamental and simple truth which stands out from the sacred
clergy had less interest in the welfare of the church makes us bold ; we come before our people with the years.
SOUND V1EAVS OF POPULAR IMPROVEMENT.
error. We do not speak this as flattery; but as a just page as a chief representative of our Lord himself?
than the laity, for they were continually changing inquiry, will you allow the availability of your cler
We transfer to our columns, an extract from the
commendation; believing that it will be cheering to
A parish has recently been organized at Racine un
gy
to
be
impeded,
by
withholding
a
just
portion
of
‘Some specimens will help us to judge how far the their stations.’ Now the fact is admitted ; our cler
our ecclesiastical chief to know that he has clergy
der very favorable auspices. The Rev. Wm. Alan republication of the Quarterly Review, No. C.
gy do remove from parish to parish, and from one your aid from them ? will you compel them to turn
Via
Media is really « middle way.
who are not disposed to follow him affar oft, but
son divides his labors between Southport and Ra containing a sketch of certain plans for the improve-'
aside
from
the
word,
and
give
their
time
to
tempo

‘Dr. Pusey describes ‘a large portion' of the clergy diocese to another : but that this circumstance is
ready, with the help of the Lord, and according to
cine. Of the former, he says, (in the Spirit of Mis ment of the workmen of a manufactory in the
sufficient proof of their want of interest in the wel ral wants, when the aspect of things around, and the
their measure of strength, to sustain him, in this of the Church of England as holding ‘that Justifica
sions) the congregation continus to be large and at north of England. So much pleased have Ave been
peculiar
necessities
of
the
church
call
for
all
their
fare of the church, we repudiate with just displeas
or any other advanced position, which he may take tion is not the gift of God through his sacraments,
tentive. Measures have been taken by the vestry with the views of the Avriter that we should have’
time,
and
all
their
energies
?
Is
it
a
duty
with
you,
ure. Another cause of too frequent influence may
copied the whole article, had our limits allowed it;
against doctrinal error. Certainly no one can charge but the result of a certain frame of mind, of a going
toward the erection of a small church edifice.
or
is
it
not,
‘
to
minister
unto
him
that
teacheth
?
’
—
be, and must be, assigned for the fact adverted to,
but as this seems inexpedient, shall hope that oui1
our author with an unkind or uncharitable spirit to forth of themselves and resting themselves upon
(Gal.
6:
6.)
Where
is
that
zeal
which
adorned
our
and that is, inadequacy of maintenance, pressure of
readers will procure the RevieAV, and enjoy, as we
wards the Oxford Divines. On the contrary we their Saviour: that this is the art whereby they think
MADISON---- AZTALAN---- PRAIRIE-DU-SAUK---mother
Church
of
England,
with
suitable
sanctua

debt, and conscious loss of influence, which the pas
assure them, they will, a rich repast in its perusal'.
should not fully discharge our conscience as a can themselves to have been justified; and so as another
JAMESVILLE
---BELOIT.
ries for town and country, rich and poor; which gave
would revert to bis ‘baptism and his engraffing into tor supposes has grown out of the necessity on his
The letters embracing the accounts to which we'
did ‘observer,’ if we did not express the difficulty,
them
and
is
now
giving
them
glebes,
and
parsonages,
The
R
eal W. Philo, missionary at Madison, and
part of living on borrowed funds, or by a semi-annu
refer, Avere addressed to Leonard Hornes, Esq. one'
which we have had, in concurring in his good opin Christ, and his thus being in Christ, so do they this
and
cemeteries?
Ye
who
are
stewards
of
God
’
s
boun

parts
adjacent,
accompanied
Bishop
Kemper,
on
his
al dunning of his vestry. From general information
ion of their motives. For we have been at some act whereby they were justified.’ ‘They sever Jus
ty, is there an institution of more avail to the welfare late visitation of that station. At Aztalan the Bish of the factory inspectors of England. The author
tification from Baptism, and make it consist in obtained from clergy in different parts of our coun
loss, to understand how men, reared in the bosom
of
our country than the Church of the living God ? op preached three times, confirmed two persons, and refuses to give his name to the public, but will-be
the art of reliance upon the merits of Christ only: try, as well as from personal observation, we are
of the church, and, if we mistake not, once reputed
Is
not
this the great bulwark of our safety after all ? administered the Holy Communion. The church in known, ere long, or that law of morals must cease,
sin, according to them, is forgiven, at once, upon prepared to assert, that nine tenths of the changes
evangelical, could have receded so far without ren
Then
as
you value the truth, aid in giving permanen this place is represented is highly promising. From in obedience to which true humility shines Avith a
each renewal of this act: and in that, they thus vir of residence which occur may be traced to necessity,
cy
to ^ion, by mailing decent and suitable provision Aztalan they proceeded down the Rock River, to clearer ray than vaunting pride ever emits. He i#
dering their motives justly questionable. Were they
tually substitute this act for Baptism; a man has no not choice ; and are made at the cost of severe vio
for the church, and rely upon it, you will put an end Jamesville, and thence to Beloit, at each of which one of a family of brothers, who in 1832, commerce
old Romanists just emerging from thick darkness,
more to do with his past sins, than he has with those lence to the feelings and local attachments of the
to these perpetual newspaper notices of clerical chan places the Bishop preached, being assisted in the ed operations in a cotton factory in the north of
we could understand their mists and fogs and hail
clergy.
The
recollection
of
our
first
parochial
charge,
remitted bybaptism,’ according to them ‘when men
ges.
* *
services by Mr. Philo. On Sunday following, Bish England. Finding nothing he observes, ‘but the
them as cheering harbingers. But there appears to
have been once brought, in repentance to renounce and the friendships there formed, are the green spot
op Kemper preached at Madison, and administered bare walls of the building, with a worn-out water
be an important difference, between emerging into
their sins, and seek reconciliation through the free in memory, to which in waking hours of leisure, our
the dawn, and going back from comparative sun
DENIERS OF THE DEITY OF CHRIST—NOT TRUE BE the Communion to a sick person. On the evening of wheel and about fifty cottages,’ in bad repair, and
mercy of Christ—then their sins are done away, they thoughts instinctively return, and which, even in
light into the shades of night. We conclude, how
LIEVERS.
Monday, services were again held, the sermon being destitute of the usual comforts oflife, such as Avater,
are covered, they can appear no more; the hand our very dreams, the mind seems fond of revisiting.
coal sheds, cupboards,&c., so essential to cleanliness.
ever, that the Bishop has chosen the safer side of
If the caption of this article should startle some preached by the Rev. Mr. Humphrey of Beloit. Of For two years these enterprising brothers Avere chief
writing is blotted out. This ‘apprehension of Christ’s There, where our first trial was made of the strength
charity: especially as he has had special opportuni
Prairie-du-Sauk,
Mr.
Philo
thus
speaks,
in
a
late
com

merits is to them a full remission of sins, completely of faith and the efficacy of prayer, and where we of our readers, we can assure them that it is no nov
ties of forming an estimate of the characters of the
munication to the Domestic Secretary : ‘ it is situa ly occupied in preparing for business and collecting
effacing them.’ ‘To revert to past sins is to doubt first enjoyed that happiness, beyond all other, of wel el proposition. It is to be found in greater or less
ted 27 miles from Madison, on the Western bank of workmen. Their attention Avas also given to the
Oxford writers. In this conclusion we are rather
of Christ’s meicy; to bear a painful recollection of coming a new-born soul to the family of Jesus; there, distinctness in every sound writer on systematic di
the
Wisconsin River, which at that place is nearly selection of the most respectable families they could
confirmed by the favor which Oxfordisin has received
it is to be under the bondage of the law; to seek to where probably our earthly connections, as well as vinity, and it it be true, it is folly to turn aside from
half
a mile wide, and is one of the most beautiful find and in making them permanent members of
from some individuals in this country, whose per
efface it by repentance is weakness of faith: to do our spiritual, were formed, for it generally happens it to indulge in dreamy visions of hope and charity. prairies in the country. It is rapidly filling up their colony by the inducements held out to them.
sonal piety, we are unwilling to impeach. When
acts of mercy or self-denial, or self-abasement, or to that the marriage bond is made in the pastor’s first To disregard this truth in our religious associations,
with an intelligent and industrious population, and They gave to each family a garden spot forvegetqerring religionists do not reject the one ‘foundation
fast with reference to it, is to interfere with ‘the parish, and where the bitter tears of our early do or even to appear to disregard it, is in our humble
bles and another in front of their cottages (oj; flow-is
the shire town of Sauk county.
which is Jesus Christ,’ it is difficult to determine how
freeness and fulness of the Gospel:’ to insist upon mestic bereavements hallow some dear spot of earth judgment, offensive to God, and delusive to the
ers.
‘
The
fields
of
Wisconsin,
’
he
adds,
‘
are
already
much ‘wood, hay, and stubble,’ they may build up
to the grave of a child, a brother, a sister, a parentsouls of men, and if we have friends who are fast
them ‘is to place repentance in stead of Christ.’
A Sunday school Avas next established, and the
white
for
the
harvest.
There
is
abundance
of
labor
—
and stand upon, without ultimately sliding over the
‘It is impossible not to see in this strange carica _ need we say these are ties peculiarly binding, and bound in fatal error, instead of encouraging them on
youth of the settlement collected in it, the girls in
where
are
the
workmen
?
To
perform
faithfully
and
fatal brink.
not
to
be
severed
but
at
the
rough
bidding
of
stern
in it by our actions, or chiming in with their com.
ture, which really applies, in all respects, to no class
efficiently the duties ofa missionary in this territory, one apartment, and the boys in another. Of the
In the following extracts it will be seen that while
of the clergy of England, that ‘the large portion' in necessity. We grant, that occasionally other causes plaints of bigotry and intolerance, we should be
I will not say a constitution of iron, and freedom superintendent, the writer thus speaks. ‘The su-.
the author reasons in the most decided terms
tended is that which is best known in this country may operate, such as the wants of the church in praying for them in secret places, and using all pru
from
all pecuniary and other embarrassments, are perintendent’ * * ‘is himself during working hours
against the Divinity of Oxford, he strives as much
by such names as Robinson, Scott, Venn, the two some larger sphere of usefulness, the claims of a dent means to turn them to the truth True char
needed,
but I will say, ‘ the devout prayers of the one of our dressers and labors in the ranks as hum
as possible to draw the mantle of charity over its
Milners, Simeon; of whose mode of exhibiting the destitute region of country, the necessities of health, ity is not that sickly tenderness which seeks to hide
church,
and the aid of the Holy One of Israel.—O bly and diligently as the lowest of his felloAvs; but
authors.
way of salvation, the writings of such living divines or some exigency in the family of the pastor. These real danger, and to strengthen vain confidence, but
Lord,
remember
Zion. Let her waste places be Avhen the week’s work is done and Sunday morning
‘But here it is asked how can we expect such as the present Bishop Wilson, of Calcutta, the two and other things may, and do operate in originating it is a couragous love which can brave the displeas
come
like
a
garden
of pleasant plants, and her wil rises to make the operative as free as his master, this
men as the advocates of this system, men of a re Bishops Summer, one of Winchester, the other ot changes of residence ; but the far more general cause ure of man, and even wound a friend to promote his
worthy man assumes his long black, clerical cloak*
derness a fruitful field.’
putation so unimpeached, and under such solemn Chester, the Rev. G. S. Faber, &c. are fair exam is absolute necessity ; and the hope of being in some eternal good.
puts on a broad beaver, grasps his. walking cane anil
In pronouncing deniers of the deity of Christ un
vows of conformity to the doctrines of the English ples. True indeed the views of this most honorable new sphere so situated as to be enabled to study and
The Rev. Mr. Humphrey, missionary at Beloit, is at once metamorphosed into a Methodist minister,
Church, of a design to bring in Romanism, or to and useful body of the English Clergy are very sin write, preach and labor, with a mind free from debt believers, we mean not to intimate that they are all
writes under date of Dec. 30, (Spirit of Missions,) a superintendent o.f the Sunday school, q spiritual
bring over the Church of England to that of Rome? gularly overdrawn; one can hardly recognize them and want. We know the world will sneer at these wilfully infidel. Many of them, no doubt, think that the people of his charge ‘ have come to the de friend and pastor among his neighbors,and the most
‘It is answered, that we suspect no such thing. under the strained and warped features for which statements, and probably misrepresent them ; but they hold the Christian system, and some of them termination to build a small house without involving important and honored man in our whole communi
That they consider themselves as laboring to intro they are made to be accountable; but without doubt, we have given our pledge to lay this subject fairly would revolt at open Deism. But it is this very de themselves in debt. If this can be accomplished,’ ty-’
duce what they will call Romanism: that they have the Ultra Protestantism referred to in the above ex open, and we shall do it without flinching. 'We do ception which makes their doctrine so dangerous.— he adds, ‘itwill be the means of giving the church
Once a year they assemble in the proprietors’ gar
any desire to make the Church of England subject tracts, is intended to be understood as being display not write for the world, but for the eye ot our pious And it is painful to think how many intelligent, be a permanent establishment in that place,’ His re den and celebrate the anniversary of the establish
nevolent
and
delicate
minds
have
adopted
this
wretch

to that of Rome; or to make her similar, in all those ed in the general mode which appears in that class of and reflecting people, who may perchance be led to
port of missionary duty indicates diligence and fidel ment of their school. They Avalk in procession,
peculiar features which most strike the eye a id ex English divines, of representing the nature and es see, by these disclosures, a little more of what St. ed substitute for the truth as it is in Jesus. But if ity in his work. He has our heartiest sympathies sing a hymn and participate in some suitable amuse
cite the general aversion, and some of which their sence of the medicine whereby Christ cureth our disease, Paul was aiming at, when he said, ‘ Even so hath through prejudice, carelessness, or a secret aversion to in the trials and encouragements of the field of du ments.
own writings have opposed; that they do not con the manner of applying it, and the number and power the Lord also ordained, that they who preach the the pure truth, they fail to secure the only true med ty assigned hint.
We could not help recuring, when reading this
sider themselves as special lovers of the niotlier- of the means.' Of such views, does Dr. Pusey write gospel should live of the gospel.’ But let us not be icine of the soul, we ask, ‘ how shall they escape if
sketch, to the admirable commentaries of our late
Church, and working directly for the best interests as follows: ‘This abuse of the doctrine of justifica misapprehended. When we observed that we expec they neglect so great salvation ?’
INDIANA.
Senior Bishop, Dr. William White, called by the
We here subjoin extracts from two distinguished
of religion therein, we by no means assert. It is this tion by faith sears men’s consciences now, as much ted the world would sneer at i;our statements, we
Some weeks sinoe we took occasion to call atten editors of a distinguished non-episcopal Review,
very fact, that their personal reputation is so unim as the indulgences of the Romish system did. before.— meant that portion of it who oppose the spread of the commentators, differing in some of their theological tion to the state of the Church in Evansville. We ‘the beloved White.’ Speaking of the order of
peachable, and that their.conviclion of the propriety It used to be said that ‘the Romish was an easy reli gospel, not the entire class of those who, as yet, views, but agreeing both as to fundamental error and are happy to loam that the worthy rector is prosecu Deacons, he observes, ‘where would be the impro
of what they are doing seems so sincere, which, if gion to die in,’ but even the Romish, in its corrup have made no open profession of religion: for among the mode of treating those who teach it. Next week ting his agency in Philadelphia and New York with priety or rather how comely a3 Avell as useful would
they do tcacli serious error, must make their teach tions, scarcely offered terms so easy, at all events the latter we have often found those who have evin we shall give an extract on our first page from Fuller, a measure of success.
it prove if even jn churches provided with incum
ing the more dangerous, and give it the greater pow made not a boast of the easiness of its terms.’ ced the most enlarged and liberal,.)’iews on this sub which we consider a conclusive argument.
bents (Rectors,) there were a religious person of
Dr. Adam Clarke, in commenting on II. John, 10:
* While Ave would discourage any
inter each chujeh following some secular employment,
er of extension. Men are often half persuaded al Then follows an evident preference of the Romish ject, and whose generous syinpathjusjipve caused us
ready of a doctrine, when its advocate, to learning, system, on the ground that if it have only 'the stale to blush at the contrast between.tdiein and profess 10: respecting the tieatment of a false teacher, holds course with unsound Christians, which might even yet managing any revenues appropriated to the poor,
appear to recognize their faith, we Avould not decline
the following language:
adds evident sincerity and benevolence. Soon would dregs of the system of the ancient Church,’ it has ing ebristians by their side.
ordinary social, intercourse Avith them. The latter is under a designation known to be permanent, and
‘
lie
that
acts
towards
him
as
if
he
considered
him
Some
may
say,
‘
all,
it
is
for
money
then,
that
you
it do away our apprehensions of much evil result the dregs—'something of the bitterness of the ancient I
one mode of converting them from error: the former from the source of all ecclesiastical authority.’ How
*
from any error in the writing of these divines, to medicine.' it still teaches men 'to make sacrificesfor gentlemen of the Qlergy so often change your pla a Christian brother, and sound in the faith, puts it in is a sure method of confirming them in it.
useful would such Deacons prove? What aids iq

®t)c (Episcopal (Observer.

Stye western (Episcopal ©bseruer.
Sunday schools, in visiting the sick, and in cooper- sympathy that would have softened a death-bed in February 4,—Present, Delegates from the follow
ating with the Refctof, in the various charities of the house of parental love, I thought how truly, ing Banks, viz:
modern lime's, The present position of deacons, in ‘the way of the trangressor is hard.’
Pennsylvania, Girard, Philadelphia, N. Ameri
‘A clerk in a store, a teller in a bank^ an agent in ca, Farmers and Mechanic’s, Commercial, Me
our Zion is certainly not exactly in conformity to
his office, constantly handling the money of others, chanics, Western, Penn Township, Southwark,
the primitive model.
But I'd return to our Biibject; the proprietor next is tempted to apply a little to his own use. with the Kenstiugton, and Manufacturers and Mechanic’s,
established, gymnastic exercises, every Saturday promise made to himself that he will certa inly re Moyamensing, and the Bank of the Northern
evening in a field appropriated for this purpose near store it and speedily. But he finds it easier to bor Liberties:
his mill. The usual amusements of the young were row than pay, when no one calls him to account.
John White, Esq. was called to the chair.
introduced; the boys playing in one part of the The more he takes, the more he wants to take. He
F. A. Raybold, appointed Secretary.
The following Resolution was unanimously
grounds—the girls in another,—the proprietor be- begins a course of extravagance, and falls into sins
ing present. Quoits, cricket balls, the graces, &c. that require money to secure the indulgence. He adopted:
Resolved, That the Banks represented in this
«<tc were all in requisition, and the kind hearted speculates, in hopes of paying all back at once;
owner of the mill was there in person or by agent every plunge increases his embarrassments; his guilt meeting, will continue the payment of specie for
to correct all rudeness or any breach ofkindness and breaks out; he flies from justice, a lost self-ruined all their liabilites.
JOHN WHITE, Chairman.
good manners. His object here was to subdue the man. What to him are the arrows that have pierced
F. A. Raybold, Secretary.
rough manners of his youthful people and teach the fond hearts of too confiding friends? He plant
Phikdelpbia Inquirer.
them how much their happiness might be promoted ed those arrows, but can never draw them.
by reciprocal kindness. His own retiring was the
‘Now there was a tune when that man was what
EXTRAORDINARY RECOGNITION*.
the world calls virtuous. He would have trembled
signal for discontinuing the exercises.
A
most
singular and extraordinary incident
As a substitute for the play ground, in winter he at the thought of crime; and he did tremble and
introduced singing schools and instructions in draw turn pale when he committed his first offence. Il took place in this city last w eek. Two brothers
ing. And for the adult workmen a weekly evening disturbed his sleep that night; and when he met his have been living for twenty years within a hun
party held in the large school room near his own employer the next morning, he thought he was sus dred yards of each other in neighboring streets,
house. To this he invited by printed cards as many pected and trembled again. But that step taken, the and the consanguinity was never known until a
most trivial accident a few days ago, devolved
ofhis workmen as the room could conveniently hold, next was easy.
‘It is easy to go to ruin. It is a down hill road. the story. The particulars are of too remarkable
having previously fitted it up with a piano forte:
Bodies descending move with accelerated velocity a nature to escape publicity, although the names
tables with newspapers, and drawings.
The refreshments were tea and coffee and other the farther they fall. We see the remark illustrated we must withhold. The brothers were born
usual articles. Here the proprietor mingled with almost daily. Every paper tells the tale of some in Paris, and were orphans at so early an age as
his people, passing in a friendly manner from group sad fall. I was led to these reflections by reading to have no reccollection of their parents. While
yet children, an accidental explosion of gunpow
to group and evincing that interest in their happi the following in the Philadelphia Standard:
It is now ascertained from an examination of der, with which they were playing, marked
ness and welfare which made all feel at home. Of
about three hundred persons, he selected such as he the books of the Franklin Bank of Baltimore, an indelible scar upon the cheek of one, and ren
wished to encourage in good conduct and notice for that James L. Hawkins, the former chashier, is dered useless for life a finger of the other. They
their habits of sobriety and order. But time and a defaulter for over a hundred thousand dollars, were separated while still infants and taken care
space fail us to continue further these notices: and besides being indebted by regular loans for about of by strangers. One afterwards followed the
we hasten to give to our readers the writer’s views twenty thousand dollars. His indebtedness of sea as a cabin-boy for many years, the other re
all kinds, is now stated at SI38,000, being nearly mained an apprentice in Paris. The cabin-hoy,
in his own words.

•In all plans for the education of the laboring
classes my object would be, not to raise any in.
dividuals among them above their condition, but
to elevate the condition itself. For I am not
one of those who think that the highest ambition
of a working man should be to rise above the
station in which Providence has placed him, or
that he should be taught to believe that because
the humblest, it is therefore the least happy and
desirable, condition of humanity. This is, in
deed. a very common notion aniong the working
classes of the people, and a very natural,one; and
it has been encouraged by many of their superi
ors, who have interested themselves in the cause
of popular improvement, and have undertaken
to direct and stimulate their exertions. Exam
ples have constantly been held up of men who by
unusual ability and proficiency in some branch
of science had raised themselves above the con
dition of their birth, and risen to eminence and
wealth; and these instances have been dwelt upon
and repeated, in a manner, that, whether inten
tionally ot not, produces the impression that positive and scientific knowledge is the summum
bonum of human education, and that to rise above
our station in life should be the great object of
our exertion. This is not my creed. I am satis
fied that it is an erroneous one, in any system of
education for any class of men. Our object ought
to be, not to produce a few clever individuals,
distinguished by their comparative superiori
ty, but to make the great mass of individuals on
whom we are operating, virtuous, sensible, wellinformed, and well-bred men.
‘Do not however, mistake me. I would by no
means be thought to discourage the development
of superior talent, or refuse to afford it a field
where it might find full scope for its activity.
But I would not set this object before the mass
of the people; it should be the exception, and
not the rule; and I should be careful never to
let it be thought that for the majorityl regarded the
condition of a workingman to be one from which
he would be wise to escape as fast as possible.’
THE
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CRIME.—-FACILIS

DESCENSUS

Averni-.

The tone of solemn and earnest warning uttered
in the following article which we cut from one of our
Exchange papers (the New-Yoik Observer) may pos
sibly fall upon the ear of some youth whose feet stand
in slippery places. Let such a one remember that the
road to ruin is easy—facilis descensus averni.
‘No man becomes a villain in a day. Congenial
as sin may be to the natural heart, and inclined as
the wicked may be to the pursuits of vice, there is
a first step in the path of overt crime. At that
point in the career of guilt the man would have
shuddered at thought of deeds which afterwards he
performs without remorse. He never dreamed of
ithe extremity to which one transgression would
lead. Several examples occur to my mind just
now.
‘A young lawyer, with connexions of the highest
respectability, a«d talents to secure for him an eleva
ted rank in his profession, married a lovely woman
and entered on life with the brightest prospets of
success and happiness. The increasing expenses of
a family fiem'anded .an increasing income, and as
business did not advanee as rapidly as he desired,
in an evil hour he placed the names of some of .his
best friends to a note, and drew a sum of money
from ,the bank. He promised himself that before it
was due, he should be ready In nieet it, and his
crime would never be known. The note was re
newed by forgery. It was an easy mode of raising
money, and became easier the oflener he employed
it. For a season he was successful, but when Was
.dishonesty the best policy in the end.
‘His guilt was discovered. He fled from justice,
snd was hunted through the woods in winter like a
■beast 11 is youhg wife woke, almost in madness,
to the terrible consciousness that she Was the wife
of a felon. His retreat was at length cut off. He
was arrested again.
•He flew to the chamber of his wife. The em
brace was short and full of agony. He had ruined
himself and her. There was nothing to extenuate
his guilt. He wept; and she wrung her hands, but
uttered no reproach. She loved him loo much even
in his shame. He must fly again. He did fly and
was again arrested and brought to trial. The case
was a plain one; there was no defence; there could
be none; he was sentenced to the State Prison for a
term of years. His measure of infamy was full.
Now and then an old acquaintance looked in upon
his cell, where he pursued his solitary toil; but he
never looked up. They said he was pining away,
and they made an effort to procure his pardon and
release. But death was before them, and he went
from prison to judgment.

‘I went into the hospital of the Prison at Sing
Sing, some years ago, and there lay in the last strug
gles of life a man of fine form arid noble counten
ance. He was raving in delirium and soon died
mad, I asked his name and history, and found that
he was a young lawyer from the city of New York,
who had begun his course of crime by stealing pal
try articles of clothing from his associates, soon he
laid his hands on money; and by and by he was de
tected when far advanced in guill. His end I have
just mentioned. lie was a child of luxury, and had
never known want. And when lie lay dying in that
prison hospital, eut off from the tenderness and

one-fourth of the whole capital of the bank.
The case of Hawkins is an extraordinary one,
though unfortunately not without parallels fur
nished in the last few years and some of its results
are of a most melancholy character. He resign
ed his office in the bank some time last summer,
before it was known to any save the directorship
that he was largely iudebted to the institution,
after having been its cashier for twenty years,
during all of which time he was believed by the
world to be a man of incorruptible integrity, and
possessed of all the virtues that endear one to his
fellows.
When he first entered the institution he was
poor, but his salary increased gradually till it
reached twenty-five hundred dollars, and a dwell
ing; yet it was certain that liis expensive style of
living could leave little to be laid up from this
source. He first received some ten thousand
dollats ffom his wife’s estate, and this he was
understood to have invested so fortunately, that
the ten thousand grew to twenty, then to thirty,
and forty and fifty; and going on in equally fortu
nate investments and speculations, it grew to one
hundred thousand. Then he drew a prize of
twenty thousand dollars in a lottery, and fortune
siriiled on him, every thing prospered with him,
and he become a wealthy man. But he was pros
pering by fraud the while. Like Dabney and
Levis, he had ventured once to appropriate to his
own use a small amount of the property of the
bank; and the Rubicon passed, compunctious visitings were like those of the angels. He paused
not until, by chance, during his absence, for a
brief time last spring, his long concealed frauds
were discovered, and then, surrendering pri
vately his property to the bank, he precipitately
left Baltimore.
His wife, on learning that had become invol
ved in pecuniary difficulties, sent for one of the
directors and handed him a release of dowry in
the real estate. She had then no thought that
crime could be laid to his charge, and it was only
two weeks ago that the fact was made known to
her. She was a devoted and affectionate wife,
noble hearted and high spirited; one who could
have met poverty with a smile, hut, as she said,
could not survive dishonor. She sank quickly
under the accumulation of mental suffering, and
on the evening of the 16th died of a broken
heart. She told those around her that she was
dying, and besought them to send for her hus
band. He came from his concealment in time to
receive the last look of the partner of his young
years, and the solace of his old age—the victim of
his crimes, whose parting words were yet of for
giveness and affection. How many such scenes
there have been in the last few years, before which
the curtain has not been raised to admit the gaze
of the world!

dary, and probably none in the United States
understands better that he does the matter in
controversy with Great Britain.—East.paper.
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Wool.
E are purchasing clean washed WOOL, and
paying for it in cash, or dry goods boots and
shoes, at wholesale.
J.D. 4- C. JONES.
Cincinnati, Feb. 17.
19 Pearl street.
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The Girard College.—The Trustees of this
College have published an address to the citi
zens’ of Philadelphia, on the policy which
has governed the management of the College
MORRILL & TRENER,
Fund. The address is well written—is pub Sign, House and Ornamental Painters, and Glaziers.
lished in most of the papers of the city, and
ARTICULAR attention paid to repainting
seems to cause much interest and excitement
gentlemen’s residences with neatness and dis
patch.
in Philadelphia. The trustees complain of
For sale, Mixed Paints, Glass, Putty, Varnish,
misapplication and waste of the funds and of Turpentine. Oil, &c.
unnecessary delay in putting the college into
Shop on West Fourth Street, betweem Main and
Walnut,three doors east of St. Paul’s Church.
operation.
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Cincinnati, Feb. 10, 1841.
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The Hon. John D. Dickinson died at his
Shaker Ware.
FIRST rate assortment, Consisting of Painted
residence in the city of Troy, on Thurs
ar.d Unpainted Tubs, Buckets, Churns, and
day of the last week, aged 74. He was one Foot Tubs.
30 Setts Measures.
of the oldest and most respected citizens of
For Sale by
D. K. CADY.
that city—was formerly President of the Far
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets.
mers’s Bank, and for many years represented
Jan. 30, 1841.
the 9th District, Rensselaer county, in the
Coffee.
Congress of the U. States.

PROPOSALS

For publishing at Columbia, Tennessee,
A MONTHLY PERIODICAL, ENTITLED

THEQWAGSiBGAM.
A family Magizine, denoted to the cause of Female Ed'
cation on Christian principles; edilcdut tint Female
Institute, Columbia, Tenn., by the Rector, with the
aid of the Right Reverend Visitor, Bishop Otey, and
of the Tutoresses.

HE conductors of this school have long felt the'
want of a medium for communicating regular
ly with their patrons, and for laying before the world
the results of their experience and observation on
the whole subject of education, both public and pri
vate. The advancement in learning, the enterprise
in study, and the intellectual and moral improve
ment visible among their interesting charge, they
would gladly spread among those families of the
South West whose daughters are debarred the ad
vantages of public schools. The Right Reverend
Bishop Otey having obligingly favored this underta
king with the engagement thut he will writefor every
number of the proposed Magazine, the Rector is en
couraged to submit his plans to the commtmity at
large, in the confidence that in the circle of his as
sociates aud correspondents, lie is surrounded by all
the zeal, experience and talent requisite for im
parting permanent value to such a publication-—
It is emphatically called for by the growing interest,
of this section of the Union in the whole subject of
female education upon the best and soundest princi
ples.

T

AVA, Laguira, and Rio Coffee, and Groceries
in general,
The Philadelphia Association for the Relief
For sale by
D. K. CADY.
of disabled Firemen, have appropriated the
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets.
We are bound within no narrow limits, A subsum of one hundred dollars to the mother of Jan. 30, 1841.
ect wider in its range than that which lies before us,,
Mark Rink, the firemen who was lately killed
cannot be suggested ; and in seeking to give interest
Gias* Ware.
in that city.
as well as usefulness to our work, we can be at no
GOOD assortment, consisting of Cut Pressed loss
for topics. “ The world is all before us, where
and Plain Tumblers, Jars, Dishes, Wines, to choose.
” Religion, whether in its own purity
Cut and Plain, Lamps, Salts, Cruits, &c. &c.
The average value of the annual product
and loveliness, or as connected with letters, and
For
sale
by
of mines of the British islands amounts to the
sanctifying while it elevates the aspirations and de
D. K. CADY.
sum of £20,000,000, of which about £8,000,Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets. velopments of genius ; the fireside circle, the seat
of the purest affections and the chief nursery of all
000 arises from iron, and £9,000,000, from
Jan. 30, 1841.
that graces and adorns our world ; the school, re
coal.
-----deemed
from the tyrranny of dogmatism and made,
l$mo I£ubricate<l Common JPrayer Book.
the
scene of courtesy, dignity and refinement, un
In
St.
Louis,
on
the
night
of
the
16th
ult.
EWLY
corrected
and
very
carefully
compared
when fifteen years old, found himself in this city,
with the Standard Books of the Church, by a less than of far-reaching thought, sound learning,
and, obtaining employment more to his fancy two buildings were entirely consumed—The
and skill in the management and mastery of the.
Presbyter, appointed by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Onderthan roving the waves, he abandoned salt water house on the W. side of Main below Walnut donk—and the most minute errors have been correct passions ; in fine, all that is praiseworthy in the
of our wonderful age,—its enterprise, its cour
and applied himself to another pursuit. Even st., occupied by Raborg & Shaffner, as a Tan ed. This edition is printed on very fine paper, and spirit
age, its grasp after the highest attainments in art,
at this time his brother was residing in the neigh ner and Couriers’ shop, together with their en embellished with six appropriate and highly finished science and invention,—so various and illimitable,
steel engravings, by the first artist: and bound in
borhood, and they became acquainted and have tire stock, amounting it is supposed to about various styles of Turkey morocco, plain and extra are the fields from which our topics and illustrations
conversed with each other daily almost from then $45000.
gilt very appropriate for a holiday gift, as there is a are to be gathered. Whatever may contribute to
rich presentation plate in front of the book. The control the imagination, to expand the mind and to
till now. Both were industrious, and have grad
publisher trusts that the pains he has taken to ren elevate the aims of the young,—
ually improved their condition in life, until now
Late advices from the Pacific, state that der this edition of the Prayer Book so perfect and
“ To raise the genius and to wend (He heakt.®
'
they are surrounded by the comfortable rewards the Bolivian Congress had declared all acts of beautiful, will be duly appreciated by the church.
we shall gladly welcome to our {Sages. Our aim is'
to diffuse sound and conservative Views on all topics'
of thrift. Each remembered the accident which Gen. Santa Cruz’s administration valid and
Published by
connected with the improvement of society, arffi
GEORGE MILLER,
occured during childhood, and knew that he had ordered his property restored. It was the
647 Broadway. more especially with the education and instruction'
then a brother, hut this was all.
of the future mothers of our land, upon whose wise
opinion that there would be a revolution in
Philadelphia.
The other evening, one of the brothers collec
and faithful execution of their high trust, our nation
favor of Santa Cruz.
al prosperity more immediately depends than upon*
Ancient
Christianity.
ted a circle of friends to witness the christening
any
other human instrumentality.
NCIENT CHRISTIANITY,and the doctrines
of his first grandchild, and his familar neighbor
of the Oxford Tracts ; by Isaac Taylor, 1 vol.
round the corner was among the guests. Acci-1 2 3 The damage occasioned by the late freshet
price $1,50.
dent brought the mutilated finger into notice, and on the Delaware division of the Pennsylva
The Guwidun will be neatly printed on a large'
Just received, and for sale at the bookstore of
double medium sheet of fine paper, each number
the history of it was of course told, when the de nia Canal, is estimated by an engineer, after
ISAAC N. WHITING.
containing
sixteen pages quarto, compactly filled.—
light and surprise of the whole party may be examination, at $150,400. This is the most
Columbus, Jan. 15, 1841.
It is put at the low price of one dollar and fifty cents
imagined at the old neighbor abruptly giving the lucrative division of the Pennsylvania States
a year, payable invariably in advance. New type
Christian Biography. The lAfc of Wycliffe.
history of the scar on his cheek and claiming his works,—the tolls upon it last year having
and other materials having been ordered by the prin
SAAC
N.
WHITING,
Bookseller
and
Publishter for this work, the first No. will be brought out
long lost brother. Each had retained the origi amounted to over $70,000.
__ er, Columbus, has just published the Life of as early as possible in the month of January.
nal family name, but it had been so altered in
John Wycliffe, D. D. the father of the English Re
Editors in the South-Western States are respect
spelling that neither ever detected the similarity.
‘A man,’ says La Bruyere, ‘may have vir formation, by Margaret Coxe, author ot ‘The Young fully requested to give this Prospectus one or two'
There was quite a dramatic denoument, when tue, capacity, and good conduct, and yet be Lady’s Companion,’ ‘Botany of the Scriptures/ insertions.
‘Wonders of the Deep,’ &c. &c., 1 vol. 18 mo., 275
Post masters are desired to act as agents.
the old friends mutually explained, become con insupportable. The air and manner, which pages,
neatly bound in muslin ; price 62i cents.
IEP Subscriptions received at this office.
vinced of the relationship, and rushed into each
In
the
present
age
of
Christianity,
it
is
to
be
feared
we neglect as little things, are frequently what
Address The Guardian, Columbia, Tenn.'
other’s arms as brothers.—Baltimore Patriot.
that the youthful portion of our Proteslant commu
Female Institute, Columbia,
the world judges us by, and make men de nity, may become unmindful of the great advantages
December 15, 1840.
cide for or against us.’
which they enjoy, and consequently form but inade
SUMMARY.
quate conceptions of the trials and conflicts ol those
St. .LuniV Mall.
who were the honored instruments in the hands of
From Madawaska.—The Portland Argus gives
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
NEAR BRISTOL, BUCKS COUNTY, PA.
God, in bringing about the great Reformation in
the following extract from a letter to a gentleman
The suggestions of our correspondent, ‘ S. M.’ England, and of delivering fheir church from the
Be». A. F.: Doblt, A. M., Principal.
in that city:
cruel
bonds
of
Popery.
For
these
and
other
obvious
have received a respectful consideration. For
The public are respectfully informed that the du
reasons, it has been thought advisable by many dis
Fish River Post, Dec. 16, 1840.
the present we do not deem it expedient to ac tinguished Divines, and others, to commence, for ties of this Institution will be resumed as usual, off
The news of the day here is, that within a few
the benefit of families, Sunday schools, and youth Monday, the second day of November.
days, about two hundred of John Bull’s troops cord to them.
Parents and Guardians desirous of a comfortable
ful readers generally, a series of Biographical sketch
have marched into Madawaska and taken up their ‘Cardinal Contarni’ is in hand. We beg to sug es of the most conspicuous actors in that great con home for their sons or wards; with every facility for
head quarters on the north side of the St. Johns gest, whether, inasmuch as the‘contemporary’re test, which was for a long period carried on openly be an accomplished Christian Education, are respect
invited to visit the Hall at an early opportunity,'
River, near the old Chapel. What their inten ferred to,is but dealing in its usual counterfeit coin, tween the disciples of a corrupted, and a purer form fully
Terms—$100 per session of five months, in ad
of Christianity. And John Wycliffe being generally
tions are I do not know, but from present ap
regarded as as the father of the English Reformation vance. The most respectable references will be
pearances they intend to keep possession of the in throwing before its own, not our readers, the there is a manifest propriety in commencing this given on application.
north side of the St- Johns River, and march up worthless letter to the Bishop of Exeter, it is series of christan biographical works, with his life.
work has been prepared with great labor and
or about up to the line pointed out by the King in the least worthy of notice. The course of the The
care, and should suitable encouragement be given,
of the Netherlands. The same force remains at official person alluded to, is likely to be sufficient in the sale of this volumn, it will be followed by
Temiscouata Lake, which was there last summer
others. Each volume will be complete within itself,
So 3So
ly rebuked by the sound good sense of the com so
as to enable purchasers to possess any one of the
HAVING OPENED AN OFFICE IN .
and fall. They have strengthened their forces at
munity.
Our
obliging
correspondent,
the
‘
Car

works
or
the
entire
series.
the foot of the Lake.
Goffers’ IXolih jJoucll)=Strcet, ?Fcst of JHaftf,’
January 15 1341.

Martyrdom in Madagascar.—A recent
London Evangelical Magazine gives the
melancholy intelligence that sixteen of the
persecuted Christians of Madagascar who had
not for a long time succeeded in concealing
themselves from their pursuers, had been ap
prehended, and that nine of their number
were cruelly speared to death on the 9th of
July. Among them were Raminany, the
wife of Davis, one of the refugees now in
‘Such a tale is more solemn than preaching. It England, and Paul and his excellent wife, of
will be read by many who have no thought that one whom mention is made in the ‘Narrative of
day it may be told of them. If the eye of a youth Persecutions in Madagscar.’
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dinal,’ will we think, on reflection, agree with us,
that it were better not to speak of him in our
columns.
The Notice of the Life of Wickliffe will appear
in our next.
Other papers from the same pen will also have
place soon.
< Leighton’s’ second paper on Ministerial Sup
port is in his usual vein of good sense. We are
more obliged to him than the postponement of it
would seem to indicate.
The Select ions offered will always be acceptable

' TERMS'.

Theology.

IS PREPARED TO EXECUTE TO ORDER ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF

XFORD, or Tracts for the Times, by members
Book audJob
of the University of Oxford, in 3 vols. 8 vo.
price $5,00.
Isaac N. Whiting, Columbus, has just received in a neat style, with accuracy and expedition.
All orders thanhjully received.
the complete series so far as published in this coun
try, of the above celebrated works. Also, Scripture
Mcll value on .Justification.
Views of Holy Baptism, as established by the con
sent of the ancient church, and contrasted with the
SAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish-’
systems of modern schools ; by the Rev. E. B. Puter, Columbus, has just published Justification'
sey, D. I)., Oxford, 1vol. 8 vo., price $1,25.
by Faitii; with an Appendix: By the Rt. ReV.'
A Letter to the Rt. Rev. the Bishop ot Oxford, Charles p. Mcllvaine, D. D., Bisiiop of the Plot.'
on the tendency to Romanism, imputed to doctrined Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 1 vol.Price, hand
held of old as now, in the English church; by the somely bound, 37 Jets. The work may be had of Myers
Rev. E. B. Pursey, D. D., 1 vol. 8 vo. price 62| cts. & Miller Gambier; S, Wells, Newark; A/ P.
A Call to Union, on the principles of the English Rfitchards, Granville;. Ed. Lucas & Co. inciririati;
Reformation; by Walter Farquhar Hook, D. D. also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores of H. Hook
exposed to such temptations should meet the lines, I
NOTICE.
Chaplain in ordinary, to the Queen ; price 50 cents. er, J. Whethani, George W. Donohue, and IL S.
January 15, 1841.
The managers of me r-uin.-rviJ/e Protestant Epis
would that he might take them as written for his eye
Repeal of the Union.—The celebrated raGeorge; Baltimore, at Armstrong & Berry’s ;
and his heart only. If the thought of crime steals I dical, Joseph Hume, in a letter to one of his copal Orphan Asylum, finding the impression is gen
Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; New
St. Mary’s BUnll.
York, Swords, Stanford <fe Co., D. Appleton &.
over you in an hour of weakness, banish it, fling it constituents, acknowledges that Ireland has a eral, that there are as many children under their
Gould, Newman.&. Saxton, and at the Deposaway asyou would a snake from your bosom. Fly right to claim a repeal of the Union because care as can be accommodated, take this method of DRl'.N BANK, BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEY. Go.,
ffoTy of Vhc Geneia.1. Protestant Episcopal Sunday
THE BISHOP OF NEW JERSEY, PATRON.
from temptation as frnm the plague. Resist the Great Britian has violated the conditions informing the public, that they are prepared to re
School Union;Ncw Maven, at S. Babcock’s and B.
beginnings of evil. Once a criminal, you have lost of that compact, but thinks that a repeal is at ceive such applicants as come within the design of rS^HE winter term of this institution will com- & W. Noyes; Hartford, Spalding & Storr’s and
JL rnence on the first day of November. The Belknap &, Hamerslfy’s; Boston, rocker & Brewste,
your self-respect, and soon will be a villain. You present impracticable. He proposes that all, the Institution.
charges per term of five weeks, for boarding, lodg and James B. Dow's; Pittsburgh, J. J. Kay & Co.
cannot hold the esteem of others long after you have
Application to be made to any of the managers
ing, fuel, use of bed and bedding, and towels, alt
Columbus, July JO, 1840.
repealers should unite with the Scotch and
lost your own. Let a wall like one of fire be on
English branches, Ancient Languages, and Psal
English radicals in a strenuous endeavor to
JUarrfcli,
mody, $106.
each side of the path of virtue and honor, and cross
J.oikIoii Books Splendidly Illustrated.'
Washing is charged at fifty cents per dozen.
On Thursday, 4t.h inst. at Christ Church, by the
it no sooner than you would pass through flames. obtain the people’s charter. We can hardly
ICTORIAL
Prayer Book—Illustrated ComirienMusic
with
use
of
piano
$15.
French
$7
50.
Shame, guilt, ruin are outside; hope and happiness suppose, however, from this, that Mr. Hume Rev. Dr. Lyell, William Lyei.l, to Merceia Ver- Drawing $8 per quarter.
tary-of the Holy Bible—Pilgrim’s Progress, il
would
identify
himself
with
the
party
now
ptAsck, of Verplanck’s Point.
lustrated with numerous engravings—Wordsworth’s
lie only within.’
At the suggestions of several friends of the insti
known in England as the Christian.
tution and in consequence of the pecuniary depres Greece, do. do. do.—Martin’s Illustrations of the
©htluarn.
sion of the country the following propositions are Bible—Oxford Bibles of all sizes arid in various styles
BANK OF THE UNITED STATES.
ade—1. A deduction of ten per cent will be made of the richest binding—The English Poets, various
February 4th, 1841.
DIED, suddenly, at Philadelphia, on Monday on all bills of the second year, of fifteen per cent the editions, most elegantly bound—Claude’s Essay and
The N. Y. Commercial advertiser says,
morning,
February
1st.
,Dr.
J
acob
G
reen
,
Professor
that
the
park
Theatre
is
to
be
converted
into
third year, of twenty per cent on the subsequent Simeon’s Skeletons—Barrow’s Sermons—Jenkin’s
At a special meeting of the Board of Directors
Exposition of Jude—Irish Pulpit—Bishop Hall’s Se
of the Bank of the United States held at the a Concert hall. The editor justly adds; ‘In of Chemistry in the Jefferson Medical School, and years.
2. To those who send pupils for three or more lect Works—Leighton's Works—Pierson on the
Banking House, the following preamble and reso- deed, we are glad to hear that the theatres son of the Rev. Ashbel Green, D. D. Dr. Green years leaving the time of theirattendance to the sev Creed—Spencer’s Poems in 1 vol. oclavo—Poems by
tions were unanimously adopted;
are all in a bad way. They are, one and was an estimable individual in private life, and an eral ornamental branches to the discretion of the Eliza Cook—Protestant Annual, 1841—Book of
Whereas the Bank of the United States, in all, but so many fountains whence issue excellent teacher in his important department. He Principal, the whole charge for the term, (including Beauty, 1841—Finden’s Tableux, 1811—Legends of
compliance with its pledge to the public, has copious streams of pollution in every direc was also a successful cultivator of natural science. washing amounting as the several items do to about Venice—Drawing room Scrap Book, 1841—Book of
the Boudoir, 1841—Hooker’s Works, 2 vols.—Heads
$180,) will be $150.
made a fair and bona fide effort to resume and tion. As schools of morals they have never
3. When three or more daughters of one family of the People, illustrated—Library of the Fathers,
maintain specie payments, having since the 15th yet reformed a single reprobate, while they Reecipts for the Western Episcopal Observer, are educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty per 5 vols.—Poems, by the author of “Moral Flowers”
—The Heart’s Ease, by Simon Patrick, D. D.
cent will be made on all their bills.
of January last, paid out an amount little, if at
Since ff c h r u a v « 13, 1841.
have made their thousands/
Just received and for sale by
4. When more than five and less than ten pu
all, short of six millions of dollars, in coin or
J. S. Chambers,
Paid to No. 52, Vol. XI,
Louisville, Ky.
52 50 pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fif
H. HOOKER?
specie funds; And whereas, the efforts to main
X
«<
“ 52, “ XI,
Mr. SlatJer,
2 50 teen per cent on all charges will be made, and when
N. W. corner of Chesnut and Fifth streets?
An
impostor
has
appeared
in
Switzerland
u
«
M
52,
D.
Leight,
2
50
tain specie payments by this Bank, has been ren
*■ XI,
Philadelphia.
the number is more than ten, a deduction of twenty
«
«
“ 52, “ XI ’
Mr. Tilley,
2 50
per cent. One hundred dollars must be paid at the
dered abortive by the intentional, and extraordi who proclaims himself the Messiah of the John
u
«<
“ 52, « XI,
P. Smith,
2 50
beginning of every term; and all money for the use UishopM'llvainc’s new'work:Oxford JDivifiity
«
«
nary enforcement of its instant liabilities: There Jews. lie wears a long white tunic, a gilt Miss Mary Wood,
“ 52, “ XI,
2 50
“ 52, “ ±1,
2 50 of the pupils must be left with the Principal. No bills
belt, and a hat on which is inscribed the word T. Anderson,
fore,
XFORD DIVINITY compared with that of
«(
H
When the
“ 52, M XI,
2 50 to be contracted by or for the pupils.
Mr. Fitzhugh,
the Romish and Anglican churches, vpith a
Resolved, That the Bank is under the necessi Jehovah.
«<
«<
term bills are not paid within ten days after the close
« 52, “ XI,
2 50
Mr. Twitchell,
special view to the illustration of the doctrine of
2 50
« 52, “ XI,
44
Mrs. Phillips
of any term, a draft w.ll be drawn and the expenses
ty for the present, of suspending specie pay
<1
u
justification
by faith, as it was made of primary im
2 50 charged.
52, “ XI,
Hewett,
M
Address Rev. R. J. Germain, Chaplain,
Falkland Islands.—These large islands, Mrs.
ments.
«<
(«
«(
portance by the reformers ; and as it lies at the
2 50
Mr. Ronald,
** 52, “ XI,
Principal
teacher
and
Head
of
the
family,
St
Ma

«
«(
*<
2 50
Resolved, That every exertion will be made situated east of the southron exteinity of Miss Bunn,
“ XI,
foundation of all scriptural views of the gospel of
ry's Hall.
“ *52, « XI,
«
«
2 50
our Lord Jesus Christ ; by the Rt. Rev. Charles
by the Directors, to collect the debts, and convert America, are attracting the attention of the Mr. Bfion,
Burlington,
N.
J.
M
«
2 50
52, “ XI,
Mrs. S. Crawford,
P. M'llvaine, D. D., in 1 large elegant 8vo. volume.
into cash the assets of the Bank, for the purpose British Government, which is said to have S. P. Bishop,
2 50
« 52, “ XI,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Theology for the People, in a series ol discourses
Church mid Parlor Organs.
M 10, « XII,
3 Co
of resuming payments in specie, at the earliest determined upon their colonization, and is S. W. Pomeroy,
on the catechism of the Protestant Episcopal church ;
« 52,
XI,
2 50
Rev. Wm. Preston,
Columbus,
“
EORGE
JARDINE,
Organ
Builder,
Anthony
practicable moment. .
by I. P. K. Henshaw, D. D., 1 vol. 8vo., price
“ 10, “ XII,
3 CO
Sunbury,
“
now considering a plan for effecting this pur S. R. Bennett,
street, corner of Broadway, New York, manu $2,50.
“ 52, « XI,
2 50
Perryton,
“
F. H. Nash,
Resolved, That the foregoing preamble and res pose.
faclures
at
reasonable
charges,
all
kinds
and
si^es
oThe Primative Doctrine of Election, or an histori
« 52, “ XI,
2 50
Sandusky city“
Rev. R. H. Hickox,
olutions be published.
«
u
Also, Church Organs cal inquiry into the ideality and causation of scrip
XI,
2 50 Church and Parlor Organs.
52,
Z. W. Barker,
Extracted front the minutes.
“ 52, “ XI,
Nicholasville,Ky.
2 50 with’ Barrel and the regular Fingef-key’d Movements tural Election, as received and maintained in the
Mrs. E. Woodson,
The New York Historical Society—With Judge
« 52, “ XI,
Elizabethtown/4
2 50 combined, of inestimable utility in country churches, primitive church of Christ; by George Stanley Fa
Churehill,
A. LARDNER, Cashier.
a view of rendering the institution a reposito
where Organists cannot always be procured. These ber, B. D., Prebendary of Salisbury, 1 vol. 8vo.
It will be seen by the following proceedings,
The
Rev.
C
harles C. Townsend, is a Special instruments are in very general use in the country price $1,75.
that all the Banks of Philadelphia, with the excep ry of statistical information, With reference Agent for this paper.
churches throughout England.
An Historical Presentation of Augustinism* antf
tion of the Bank of the United States, have deter to every part of the Union, a fe w weeks since
For superiority of construction and tone, he refers Prelagianism from the original sources; by G. F.
D. Brunner, Esq., is the agent for the Observer at
addresed
circular
to
the
Governors
of
the
sev

to
thefollowing
testimonials:'
Wiggers, D. D., professor of theology iff rhe Uni
mined to continue the payments of specie for all
Baltimore, Md.
The Gold Medal of the American Institute for the versity of Rostock, and translated from the German
eral States. The attention paid to the com
their liabilities:
Mr. David K. Cady, corner of Walnut and Fifth best Organ, 1838.
with notes and additions, by the Rev. Ralph Emer
At a meeting of Delegates from the Banks of munication by Maine will appear from the re Streets, and Mr. W. S. O. Rowe, at the Mechanics' The Gold Medal of the American Institute for the son,
professor ol ecclesiastical history in the theo
the City and County of Philadelphia, convened marks, copied from the Kennebec Journal. and Traders’ Bank, West Third Street, will receive best Organ, 1839.
logical seminary at Andover, Mass., 1 vol. 8v<x,
The Silver Medal of the Mechanics’ Institute for price $1,75.
upon official notice of the Suspension of Specie Mr. Davies is himself distinguished by elabo subscriptions to the Observer from those who may
best Organ, 1839.
For sale by
J SAAC N. WHITING.
Payments by the Bank of the United States, held rate reports on the subject of the Maine boun- 1 find it inconvenient to call at the publication office. theNew
York.
January 1841.
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unrivalled in their arrangement and complete mel
tle hoy aside, she began to read to him some the praise of man in his actions. But he was
PROSPECTUS OF THE
portfolio.
ody; and I am happy to say that I have daily risen
western episcopal observer.
passages
which
she
thought
he
could
understand.
more
than
ever
kind
and
attentive
to
him
and
his
from either its private or public rehearsal with no
Conducted by the Author of the "Young Lndies’ Companion^ “ Botany of tk
ordinary satisfaction, that a work so greatly need
VOLUME XI.
READINGS FROM CUDWORTH.
Scripture/” “Life of VYycVffe” etc., e’c.
He soon became so much interested, that he quite mother, whose heart he gladdened, by telling her
ed in the Church, has at length been supplied.”
A
rrangements
having
been
made
to
publish
the
forgot his anxiety about the cars, and when the privately of the good conduct of her child.
This (‘The Church Choir’) fo a neatly printed
THE ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG
THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL.
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal volume of Church music ol over four hundred pa
To be Continued.
loud whizzing soupd made by the engine, an
TRAVELER.
simultaneously
at
Cincinnati
and
Louisville,
at
the
We have much inquiry concerning knowledge
ges, publislied by our enterprising citizen, Mr. Isaac
close of the present volume in December next, the
William Colman’s mother was a widow, and nounced their approach, William started and
For the Domestic Circle—Western Dpiicp&l Obcerver*
in these latter times; The sons of Adam are paper will thenceforth be continued under the name N. Whiting. From a hasty examination of the work
should judge it would be a valuable acquisition
ON SEEING A CHILD AT PRAYER.
had removed, after his-father’s death to a neat vil asked his mother what caused that noise.
now as busy as ever himself was about the tree of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed we
to a musical library. We say acquisition, because we
at
the
Western
Church
Press,
Cincinnati.
I
saw
thee
kneel
my
little
dear,
of
knowledge
of
good
and
evil,
shaking
the
do
not
believe one book sufficient for any scientific
She pointed to the door where stood the train.
lage within a day's journey of one of the large
The change of location to point so central to choir. It contains, besides a forge number of the
Unto thy God in prayer;
boughs of it, and scrambling for the fruit; whilst
‘
It
is
now,
my
dear,
’
she
said,
‘
fifteen
minutes
cities, of the eastern states. This little hoy had
the West, and so convenient for the early reception
And soft and sweet thine accents fell
I fear, many are too unmindful of the tree of life. and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed, old standard tunes, which have been sung in the
Church ever since the days of Luther_ a great
never been to Philadelphia from the period of since I began to read to you, was it not better to
And though there be now no cherubims with greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the variety
Upon the silent air.
of beautiful pieces by some of the most emi
their flaming swords, to fright men off from it, paper. With a view the more effectually to secure nent composers of the present day. There are some
infancy, hut having seen many pretty things in redeem this time instead of wasting it in idle
I stood and looked—a sudden thrill
these
objects,
the
Proprietor
has
invited
and
obtained
yet the way that leads to it, seems to be as soli,
134 pages devoted to Anthems, Sentences and
the possession of his cousins, which had been wondering, if not in sinful fretfulness?’
editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec Chants, selected with special reference to the Epis
Passed o’er me as I gazed;
lary and untrodden, as if there were but few that the
A gentleman with a very mild and amiable
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The copal service; among which we notice some of great
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